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TERMINATING
EMPLOYMENT: THE
DIFFICULT LEGAL ISSUES

COMMERCIAL
LEASING
INTENSIVE

TUESDAY, 22 FEBRUARY 2022
9.00AM TO 1.15PM

TUESDAY, 22 FEBRUARY 2022
2.00PM TO 5.20PM 

$405
WEB222NZA01

The decision to dismiss an employee needs to be carefully
considered because employees have rights, employers have
obligations, and you have a duty to properly advise your client.
Gain practical strategies on handling a termination by looking at
the steps needed to properly perform the investigation, explore
the interface of termination with mental health or prolonged
sickness and injury. Investigate the concerns regarding
restructures or redundancy plus receive an update on recent
cases.
Chair: Mere King, Partner, Buddle Findlay
Investigations and Dismissal
· Should you appoint an external investigator? When, why, pros and cons
· Key requirements for an investigation that complies with fair
procedure principles
· Steps after receiving external investigator’s report: requirements of
fair procedure
· Dealing with new evidence after completion of investigation
· Justifying dismissals: update on current law
· Summary dismissal or dismissal on notice: Why and when?
Presented by John Hannan, Barrister, Bankside Chambers

Mental Health Issues in Termination Situations
· How do you recognise a mental health issue?
· What happens if it arises in the middle of a formal process?
· Medical certificates and medical examinations
· How can you terminate in mental health situations?
· Is it still safe to sign a settlement agreement with an employee with
a mental health condition?
Presented by Greg Cain, Partner, Dentons Kensington Swan

Termination Due to Prolonged Absence from Work: Sickness or Injury
· What are the legal and employment obligations?
· How do you ensure procedural fairness and what are the
substantive considerations?
Presented by Melissa Johnston, Partner, McVeagh Fleming

Restructuring and Redundancies
COVID-19 has forced New Zealand into an on-going state of
uncertainty, with more and more employers resorting to restructuring
and redundancies.
· Gain insights into common mistakes made by employers during
restructures
· Examine recent case law trends
· How does the COVID-19 landscape does (or does not) change a
restructure and redundancy process?

4TH
ANNUAL
$335
WEB222NZA02

A must attend event for commercial leasing and property
lawyers. Ensure you’re thoroughly across the latest leasing
updates including the current state of play of commercial
leases in a COVID-19 world. You will also receive an update on
the impact of the Overseas Investment Act plus valuable tips
to help you deal with leasing disputes. A practical programme
with useful takeways that will enable you to easily apply the
knowledge to everyday practice.

Chair: Stephen Rendall, National Director - Real Estate Advisory and
Office Leasing, Bayleys
Dealing with Commercial Leases in COVID-19 World
Many commercial lease arrangements in Aotearoa New Zealand
will have been affected by the response to COVID-19. Join Brooke
Courtney for an in-depth examination of the current state of play in
light of recent and on-going changes.
Presented by Brooke Courtney, Partner, Sharp Tudhope Lawyers

OIO Changes and Updates
· Total lease term caught by Overseas Investment Act
· How consideration paid under a lease can trigger a consent
requirement
· Farm land advertising requirements and leases
· Considerations for obtaining consent for a lease
Presented by Tessa Baker, Partner, Chapman Tripp

Commercial Lease Disputes
· Review of cases on arbitration for leases generally
· How does the new amendment to the Property Law Act affect lease
arbitrations?
· Case law updates on lease abatement
· Leases to which sections 245G to 245I apply under COVID-19
Response (Management Measures) Legislation Bill/Act
· Places to find dispute resolution providers
Presented by Chris LaHatte, Barrister

Tax Issues in Commercial Leasing
· The income tax and GST treatment of commercial leases
· Key tax issues for landlords and lessees to consider when
negotiating commercial leases
· Key tax issues to consider when settling a commercial lease dispute
· A comparative look at the new tax rules for residential property, and
why they could drive increased interest in commercial property
Presented by Simon Akozu, Senior Associate – Tax, MinterEllisonRuddWatts

Presented by Bronwen Newcombe, Director, Davenports Law

Update on Recent Case Law (inc. COVID-19 cases)
Employment law expert, Jennifer Mills, will focus on the latest case law
and practical lessons to help avoid common pitfalls and minimise legal
risk for employers terminating employment relationships.
Presented by Jennifer Mills, Director, Jennifer Mills & Associates

4

ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive practical guidance on investigations and dismissal
· Develop awareness of mental health issues that can arise in termination
situations
· Gan practical tips on approaching a termination due to prolonged
sickness or injury
· Understand the process and issues arising from restructures and
redundancy
· Receive a timely update on recent cases affecting a termination

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Understand how commercial leases are operating in a COVID-19 world
· Receive an update on the impact of Overseas Investment Act on leasing
· Examine changes and case law on arbitration and commercial lease
disputes
· Learn about the key tax issues currently affecting commercial leasing

3

WATER LAW
FORUM 

2ND
ANNUAL

TUESDAY, 22 FEBRUARY 2022
9.00AM TO 1.40PM

$405
WEB222NZA03

Are you across the latest water law developments across
Aotearoa right now? This half day seminar brings together
leading practitioners to consider how Environment Southland is
improving freshwater quality and the current issues surrounding
wetlands and freshwater. Receive an update on the three
waters review and discuss the effectiveness of Overseer as
a regulatory tool.
Chair: Natasha Garvan, Partner, Bell Gully; Chair of the Auckland
Committee of the Resource Management Law Association
Te Mana o Te Wai: Lessons from Southland
How Environment Southland has approached and is working, in
partnership, to improve freshwater quality in Southland. Some key
learnings, takeaways and what more is still to come.
Presented by Lucy Hicks, Policy and Planning Manager,
Environment Southland

PANEL DISCUSSION
National Environmental Standards for Freshwater: Regulations
Surrounding Wetlands
Panellists:
Sally Gepp, Barrister, Ella Tennent, Principal Advisor – Consents,
Bay of Plenty Regional Council Toi Moana, Chris Scrafton,
Technical Director – Planning, Beca, Sarah Flynn, Ecologist and
Principal, Boffa Miskell
Three Waters Review Reform: An Update
· System reform and the new water services entities
· Transition process and timelines
· Intersect with RMA reforms: Implications of the NBA for three waters
Presented by Simon Pilkinton, Partner, Russell McVeagh

PANEL DISCUSSION

ENGAGING
WITH MĀORI
TUESDAY, 22 FEBRUARY 2022
2.00PM TO 5.15PM

$335
WEB222NZA04

Whether you work in the public or private sector, it is essential
you understand the latest legal issues that affect Māori. Hear
from experts working at the forefront of Māori development as
they consider recent disputes and challenges with Māori land,
the evolving environmental legal landscape and employment
and business law matters to be aware of when working with and
for Māori.
Chair: Rachael Brown, Partner, Bell Gully
Māori Land Law: Recent Disputes and Challenges
Take a look at recent disputes and challenges with Māori land
Presented by Nathan Milner, Senior Associate, Kāhui Legal

Māori and the Environment: The Evolving Legal Landscape
· Recent Court decisions relating to tikanga and the Treaty of
Waitangi
· Legislative and policy reform (resource management and water)
· Rights and interests in land and natural resources
Presented by Jamie Ferguson, Partner, Kāhui Legal

Tikanga Māori and Employment Law
· Matters to be aware of when working with and for Māori
· The integration of tikanga Māori into the workplace
· Cultural Competence vs Cultural Safety
Presented by Shelley Kopu, Principal, Shelley Kopu Law

Doing Business with Māori Organisations
· Designing for change: the influence of kaupapa
· Applying Te Ao Māori frameworks to business challenges
· Doing business with Māori organisations, and what should Māori
organisations expect from their professional advisors?
· Improving Māori outcomes
Presented by Tamarapa Lloyd, Consulting Partner, Hourua Pae Rau,
Deloitte Māori Services

Challenges of Implementing the National Policy Statement for
Freshwater and Associated Essential Freshwater Instruments
Panelists:
Dave Allen, Manager, Natural Environment Strategy, Auckland
Council, Anna Wilkes, Environmental and Policy Manager,
Ravensdown Limited, Chris Allen, National Board Member,
Federated Farmers of New Zealand

Useful topics, covering
a range of practical topics
for practitioners in various
Māori legal fields

The Value of Overseer
A two-part presentation which firstly focusses on a review of Overseer
from a practical perspective, where it’s heading and its value as a tool
for farmers. The second part of the presentation will be a discussion
of Overseer’s value as a regulatory tool – what it achieved, and didn’t
achieve, and how the Government has assessed the effectiveness of
Overseer as a regulatory tool moving forward.

The discussion and insights
were extremely thorough
and helpful

Presented by Nicole Buxeda, Senior Solicitor, Louise Ford, Solicitor, Atkins
Holm Majurey and Mike Manning, General Manager – Innovation &
Strategy, Ravensdown Limited

4

ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Consider how Environment Southland is improving freshwater quality
· Receive insight into the latest issues surrounding wetlands
· Stay up to date on the three waters review reform
· Examine the challenges being faced by councils, land users and the
agricultural sector in implementing the NPS freshwater
· Discuss Overseer from a practical perspective, and consider its value as a
regulatory tool

4

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Stay updated on the latest Māori land disputes
· Reflect on recent court decisions relating to tikanga and the Treaty of
Waitangi, and consider rights and interests in land and natural resources
· Consider ways in which tikanga Māori can be integrated in the workplace
· Discuss the application of Te Ao Māori frameworks to business challenges
and what Māori organisations should expect from their professional
advisors

PRACTICAL GUIDE TO CONVEYANCING
WEDNESDAY, 23 FEBRUARY 2022
9.00AM TO 5.15PM

$670
WEB222NZA05

Receive the latest guidance on the specific issues that can trip up a conveyance, including easements and covenants, cross leases, the
life cycle of a unit title development and how to approach a mortgagee sale. Stay for the afternoon and be updated on the key financial
aspects of a transaction including tax, the Overseas Investment Regime and what you need to do on an ongoing basis to ensure you are AML
compliant.

SESSION 1: CONVEYANCING: MASTERING
THE COMPLEXITIES
9.15AM - 1.15PM

WEB222NZA05A

SESSION 2: CONVEYANCING TRANSACTIONS: UPDATE
ON TAX, OIO AND AML
$405

Chair: Jonathan Wood, Senior Associate, Court One
Easements and Covenant Considerations in Conveyancing
Receive a timely update on how an easement or covenant can
affect a conveyance, how to create or remove them and review
the leading cases.
Presented by Dale Thomas, Director - Property Practice Leader,
McCaw Lewis

Cross Leases and Conveyancing
Understanding the finer points of a cross-lease is extremely beneficial
for anyone dealing with a property development, purchase or sale.
· Examine the particular issues associated with a cross lease
· Understand the key factors that buyers and sellers need to be
aware when this is part-and-parcel of a property conveyance
Presented by Bobbie-jo Butler, Director/Conveyancing Practitioner,
Conveyancing Plus

Lifecycle of a Unit Title Development
Obtain a practical overview of the sorts of issues to consider or
be on the lookout for during a Unit Title Development’s lifecycle.
· Inception: Things to consider before applying to deposit
a unit title plan
- whether a new build or a conversion from cross lease
or even freehold
· Operation: Where we can add value to our clients during
the life of a Unit Title Development
- whether it’s considering a rule change, looking at maintenance
contributions or helping with section 74 scheme
· Winding Up: Things to consider when pulling the pin
- issues that can arising when collapsing a development
Presented by Carolyn Hintz, Senior Associate, Gibson Sheat Lawyers

Mortgagee Sales
Gain a deeper understanding of the opportunities involved
in a mortgagee sale, including the potential risks and how to
mitigate them.

2.00PM TO 5.15PM

WEB222NZA05B

$335

Chair: Joe Biddles, Director, Thompson Blackie Biddles Lawyers
Latest Changes to New Zealand’s Overseas Investment Regime
· What transactions are caught by the overseas investment regime?
· Key changes from the 2021 reforms
· A brief overview of the application process, timing and new fees
· What are the consequences of getting it wrong?
Presented by Catherine Reid, Barrister

Critical Update on Tax Changes in Conveyancing
· The impact of recent tax changes on land transactions
· Common GST issues on transfers of land
· Inland Revenue’s focus on land transactions and who
is in their sights?
Presented by Carla Cross, Specialist Tax Advisor

Conveyancers and AML/CFT: Risks and How to Stay Compliant
Gain a thorough understanding of what you need to do on an ongoing
basis to protect yourself and what to do if there has been an oversight
given that Conveyancers and small to mid-sized practices are at risk
of being exploited by criminals to launder money and are affected by
changes to the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of
Terrorism (AML/CFT) Act.
Presented by Royden McGee, Partner, Head of Risk & Compliance, Strategi
Compliance

ANNUAL CPD
SUBSCRIPTION!

Only $810 for 10 CPD points
(or $567 with the Early Bird Offer)
Sign up today!

Presented by Edwin Morrison, Managing Partner, K3 Legal Limited

7

ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 7 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive a timely update on easements and covenants
· Gain a deeper understanding on how cross leases affect conveyancing
· Receive guidance on the lifecycle of a unit title development
· Learn about the risks and opportunities associated with mortgagee sales

Learning Objectives:
· Receive the latest guidance on the Overseas Investment Regime
· Understand the impact of recent tax changes on conveyancing
· Ensure you’re across the AML/CFT risks and how to stay compliant

5

TRAFFIC AND DRIVING:
PRACTICE AND
PROCEDURE

FORENSIC EVIDENCE
IN CRIMINAL LAW
WEDNESDAY, 23 FEBRUARY 2022
9.00AM TO 1.15PM

$405
WEB222NZA06

As a criminal lawyer, it is imperative for you to stay up to date
with new and evolving forensic techniques. Examine the latest in
the various forensic disciplines including DNA sequencing and
profiling, bloodstain pattern analysis, firearms and ballistics,
and facial recognition, digital video, CCTV and surveillance.

WEDNESDAY, 23 FEBRUARY 2022
2.00PM TO 5.15PM

$335
WEB222NZA07

Traffic and driving matters often require a special approach to
run them successfully. By understanding the practical nuances
of defending these types of cases you can spare your client
from hefty fines, loss of license or time behind bars. Attend and
receive valuable insights from seasoned traffic law practitioners
who will provide a timely update on advocacy in traffic matters,
recent cases and the latest on vehicle crash analysis, issues
around the taking of blood specimens and more.

Chair: Tiffany Cooper, Barrister, Fryberg Chambers

Chair: Steven Cullen, Barrister

DNA Sequencing/Profiling: Introduction and Impact
Gain an understanding of these topics and assess justice and forensic
science impacts, including:
· Familial searching/forensic genealogy/investigative genetic
genealogy
· Massive parallel processing/next generation sequencing
· Probabilistic genotyping

Advocacy in Traffic Law Practice: Tips for Courtroom Practice
· Dangerous driving and serious traffic offences
· Update on alcohol interlock

Presented by Sean Doyle, Owner and Consultant Forensic Scientist, Linked
Forensic Consultants

Bloodstain Pattern Analysis
· Introduction
· Experts and expert evidence
· Blood dynamics
· Types of bloodstain patterns
· What can bloodstain patterns reveal at crime scenes?
· Analysis of patterns and reconstruction of events
Presented by Sue Petricevic, Barrister, Vulcan Chambers

Understanding Firearm Evidence
Join Angus Newton as he examines the key things you need to know to
better understand firearm evidence in your criminal matter, together
with the application of 3D Laser Scanning technology to firearmrelated crime scenes.

Presented by Samira Taghavi, Lawyer, Active Legal Solutions

Vehicle Crash Analysis
One of New Zealand’s foremost traffic accident investigators and
forensic engineers, Andrew McGregor CPEng of Prosolve Ltd will
discuss key aspects of traffic accident investigation and share helpful
tips, strategies and best practice guidelines for you to be able to
manage these types of cases.
Presented by Andrew McGregor, Director, Prosolve Ltd

The Taking of Blood Specimens
· When can a person elect to give a blood specimen?
· When can an enforcement officer request the person to provide a
blood specimen?
· Who can take the blood specimen?
· Subsequent handling of the blood specimen
Presented by Allan Tobeck, Barrister

Presented by Angus Newton, Senior Forensic Scientist and Firearm
Examiner, Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR)

Facial Recognition, Digital Video, CCTV and Surveillance
A practical session that provides guidance and advice on
understanding and using video-based evidence in a legal context.
· How facial recognition technology works, why it often doesn’t, and
how it is currently implemented
· Implications for facial recognition technology in the justice system
· Digital Video basics for lawyers: understanding compression,
resolution, frame rate and metadata
· A practical overview CCTV and Surveillance systems
Presented by James Ruhfus, Director, Videlity

4

6

ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Examine recent developments in DNA sequencing and profiling
· Develop a deeper knowledge of firearm and ballistic evidence
· Learn the basics in bloodstain pattern analysis and how it is interpreted in
criminal matters
· Gain an understanding of facial recognition and surveillance technology
and the implications

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Gain practical tips on advocacy in criminal law
· Be updated on vehicle crash analysis techniques and tips and traps in
investigations
· Receive valuable insights on the taking and handling of blood samples

HUMAN RIGHTS
LAW UPDATE
FRIDAY, 18 FEBRUARY 2022
9.30AM TO 11.30AM

$245
WEB222NZW01

Attend and discuss the most recent trends and updates in
relation to Human Rights Law, and receive a timely update on
the proposed reforms to NZBORA declarations of inconsistency.
You will also cover the impact of human rights law on the
exercise of public law powers.

Annual CPD
Subscription
Our goal is to simplify your
CPD, by providing you the largest
choice of content without 
comprising on quality.

Chair: Claire Paterson, Partner, Meredith Connell
Proposed Reforms to New Zealand Bill of Rights Act: Declarations
of Inconsistency
· What is a Declaration of Inconsistency?
· How do you apply for one?
· Short history of Declarations of Inconsistency
· Legislative change
· What happens if you get one?
Presented by Dr. Tony Ellis, Barrister, Blackstone Chambers

The Impact of the Bill of Rights Act on the Exercise of Public Law
Powers
Join Ben Keith as he provides a timely examination of the impact of
human rights laws on public law powers
Presented by Ben Keith, Barrister, Thorndon Chambers

GAIN ALL YOUR 10 CPD POINTS
Including the core mandatory areas.

SAVE MONEY
Only $81 per CPD point

BRAND

NEW

PROGRAMME

MORE CHOICE 
Over 1,500 hours of brand new CPD legal content.
Plus 100’s of additional seminar recordings.
BEST SPEAKERS AND CONTENT 
“Good presenters, informative, relevant information”
- General Counsel, De Lage London

FLEXIBLE FORMAT
You can choose - in person, online or recording.

2

Sign up today either online
legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/
or call 09 363 3322
ATTEND AND EARN 2 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Be updated on the proposed reforms to Declarations of Inconsistency
· Examine the impact of human rights laws on public law powers

Your subscription is valid for
12 months from the purchase date.
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WELLINGTON

EFFECTIVE DECISION MAKING
IN PUBLIC LAW WORKSHOP

PUBLIC LAW ROUNDUP

FRIDAY, 25 FEBRUARY 2022
9.00AM TO 12.15PM

FRIDAY, 25 FEBRUARY 2022
2.00PM TO 5.20PM

$335
222NZW03

Led by Ben Keith, a specialist in administrative law and
procedure, this workshop will cover the legal framework for good
government decision-making to ensure that decision-makers
act fairly, understand their powers, and know what to do when
things go wrong. You will canvass these issues through recent
decisions, including pandemic-related challenges and recent
inquiries. Tailored to lawyers at all levels, you will receive the
necessary skills to promote lawful and robust decision making.

Making Lawful, Justifiable, Defensible and Readable Decisions
· Improving the quality, efficiency and effectiveness of decisionmaking
· Distinguishing between the questions to be answered and
matters not directly relevant
· How to write a readable decision
Decision Making Tools in Government Decision Making
· Policy and other guidance
· Assisted and automated decision-making
· Delegation
· Resort to external/expert advice
Challenges to Administrative Decisions
· Anticipating and/or responding to the prospect of complaint,
challenge or wider criticism
· Instituting and operating internal and external complaint, review
and/or appeal procedures
· Modifying or retaking decisions
· Remedies for error
Recent Decision Making and Administrative Law Review Cases
· Consider recent decision making and administrative law review
cases
Presented by Ben Keith, Barrister, Thorndon Chambers

$335
222NZW04

This half-day seminar brings together a diverse and experienced
panel of practitioners to discuss three specialist areas in public
law. Get the latest updates on judicial review including case law
and key emerging trends. Consider statutory interpretation in
the law reform context and gain an understanding of the policy
behind reform proposals. Finally, take a close look into the
current Royal Commission of Inquiry, discussing the settlement
processes and the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act.
Chair: Gareth Richards, Barrister, Stout Street Chambers
Judicial Review: Recent Cases, Developments, and their
Implications
· Examine recent judicial review case law
· Key developments and emerging trends
· Practical implications for your clients and organisations
Presented by Matthew Smith, Barrister, Thorndon Chambers

Statutory Interpretation in a Law Reform Context: How Does It All
Fit Together?
· Understanding the policy context of reform proposals
· Considering the intent, purpose, context and structure of amended
or new legislation
· Anticipating issues with workability, including any inconsistencies
and unintended consequences
Presented by Megan Ball, Barrister, Kate Sheppard Chambers

An Update on the Royal Commission into Historical Abuse and the
Current Legal Landscape
· Settlement processes: claims against the State
· The New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990
· An update on the Royal Commission of Inquiry
Presented by Amanda Hill, Partner, Cooper Legal

ANNUAL CPD
SUBSCRIPTION!

Only $810 for 10 CPD points
(or $567 with the Early Bird Offer)
Sign up today!

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Enhance your skills in writing a readable decision
· Receive valuable practical guidance on decision making tools
· Learn how to anticipate and respond to the prospect of a complaint,
challenge or wider criticism
· Consider recent decision making and administrative law review cases

8

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Examine recent judicial review cases and developments over the last
12 months
· Consider statutory interpretation in the law reform context and discuss
the practical issues
· Stay updated on the Royal Commission into Historical Abuse and receive
insight into the current settlement processes and recommendations

AUCKLAND

NEW

10 HOURS ON A SATURDAY:
COMMERCIAL PRACTICE

PROGRAM

SATURDAY, 5 MARCH 2022
7.30AM TO 6.30PM

$810
223NZA16

This is a fantastic opportunity for all lawyers to hear crucial yearly updates whilst also getting all their CPD hours done in one day - without
it cutting into the work week! Fully loaded with 10 hours of practical, tailored topics to support your information and firm’s needs. Whether
you’re looking to upgrade your skills, gain industry insight into the latest techniques or listen to critical updates from renowned peers, there’s
something unique waiting for you on Saturday, 5th March.

SESSION 1: EMPLOYMENT UPDATE AND PROFESSIONAL
PRACTICE SKILLS
7.30AM - 10.30AM

223NZA16A

$335

Chair: Rob Latton, Barrister, FortyEight Shortland Barristers
Recent Case Law and Highlights in Employment Law
Receive a round-up of recent developments in employment law,
including the latest cases, legislative changes and the impact of
COVID-19 on employment.

Presented by Kristin Wilson, Senior Associate, Bell Gully

Presented by Alastair Espie, Senior Associate, Duncan Cotterill

Professional Responsibility: Hot Topics and Old Favourites
· Professional or personal? The advance of regulated conduct
· Lawyers & their civil liberties: the boundaries of free speech & legal causes
· Officers of the Court: recent cases and continuing themes
Presented by Paul Collins, Barrister, Shortland Chambers
Insurance and Professional Practice
Receive an update on Professional indemnity insurance, trustees and
directors, cyber risk and new developments
Presented by Christina Bryant, Managing Partner, Hesketh Henry

223NZA16B

Cyber-security: A Guide for Law Firms
· Understand the latest cyber threats and risks
· Gain a better appreciation for what you need to protect and how
· Top 10 cyber tips
· Learn about the widely adopted cyber framework and controls, so
you can get the most out of your cyber security budget and spend
· Be better prepared to respond in the event of a data breach
Presented by Campbell McKenzie, Director, Incident Response Solutions

SESSION 3: TRUSTS, TAX AND IP ROUND-UP
3.30PM - 6.30PM

223NZA16C

$335

Chair: Kellie Arthur, Barrister, FortyEight Shortland Barristers

SESSION 2: SPOTLIGHT ON CONTRACTS, TECHNOLOGY
AND INFORMATION PROTECTION
10.45PM - 3.15PM

Privacy Law: Compliance Issues and Practical Considerations
· Mandatory data breach notifications
· Offshore transfers of personal information
· Compliance with the security requirements under information
privacy principle 5 of the Act
· Beyond compliance: A look at the practical issues
· Further developments in the privacy space

$405

Chair: David Alizade, Partner, Jackson Russell
Legal Technology and Creating Greater Internal Efficiencies
· The tools available to creating greater internal efficiency
· Contract management: tips to finding a solution that is right for your
organisational requirements
· Where law and tech automation meet
· Practical guidance and key takeaways
Presented by Gene Turner, Managing Director, LawHawk and Paul Proctor,
Business Development Manager – Process Automation, Datacom

Agile Contracts vs Waterfall vs Outcome Based Contracting
Choosing the right type of contract construct for project engagements
can be half the battle. In this session you will examine a number of
constructs you can utilise when contracting to deliver projects. The pros
and cons of outcome, task, waterfall and agile contracting models will be
considered and discussed from both a legal and commercial perspective.
Presented by John Steadman, General Manager – Procurement, Spark NZ

Issues Arising Under the New Trusts Act
· Practical issues that might arise under the Trusts Act
· Focus on discrete issues of practical importance to trust
practitioners and their clients
Presented by Sam Jeffs, Barrister, Bankside Chambers and
Thomas Refoy-Butler, Partner, MacKenzie Elvin

Tax and AML/CFT: Critical Issues Update
· Taxation (Annual Rates for 2021–22, GST, and Remedial Matters)
Bill: GST, Income tax and remedial changes
· Tax issues from the COVID-19 pandemic response, and future tax
policy issues
· Current AML/CFT issues & recent developments, including
exemptions regulations, suspicious activity reporting, & DIA audits
Presented by Neil Russ, Director, Russ + Associates; Convenor Tax Law
Committee New Zealand Law Society

Intangible Assets: How to Utilise them to Build Commercial Value
· The forms of intangible assets that are commonly used by
businesses to create and grow competitive advantages
· Common mistakes made with intangible assets
· How an IP strategy can help make the most of intangible assets
· The interplay between business strategy and IP strategy
· Intangible asset risks mitigation
· Posturing IP for an exit
Presented by Anton Blijlevens, Principal, AJ Park

10

ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 10 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Be updated on recent developments in employment law
· Reflect on professional responsibility how it can keep
you out of trouble
· Examine professional indemnity insurance and how
to protect your practice

Learning Objectives:
· Benefit from updates on how technology can
streamline processes
· Understand the differences between different
contracts
· Receive a timely update on privacy law & compliance
· Gain valuable tips on cyber protection and resilience

Learning Objectives:
· Consider the implications of recent tax changes on
commercial practice
· Receive guidance on the key AML compliance issues
· Gain valuable insight into intangible assets and how
to recognise commercial value

9

IN FOCUS SERIES
Just need one or two more hours to complete your CPD compliance for the year? We’ve got you covered. The ‘In Focus’ series examining
Blockchains, IP basics, health and safety and more…!

LEGAL ASPECTS OF BLOCKCHAINS, CRYPTOCURRENCIES & NFTS
TUESDAY, 1 MARCH 2022
9.00AM - 11.10PM 	

$245
WEB223NZA08

Chair: Laura Carter, Barrister, Sangro Chambers
Presented by Ken Moon, Consultant, AJ Park

2

ATTEND AND EARN 2 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Examine the legal aspects of blockchains, cryptocurrencies, non-fungible tokens and smart contracts and how they are being used in the context of IP law.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND PERSONAL BRANDING ESSENTIALS FOR ALL LAWYERS
TUESDAY, 1 MARCH 2022
2.00PM - 4.00PM 

$245
WEB223NZA09

Presented by Ben Paul, Director and Founder, The BD Ladder

2

ATTEND AND EARN 2 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Gain valuable LinkedIn tips and strategies for growing contacts and practice
· Consider the importance of a business development client action plan
· Learn how to grow your revenue
· Receive insight into the basics of nurturing new clients

IP BASICS FOR ALL LAWYERS
WEDNESDAY, 2 MARCH 2022
9.00AM - 11.15AM 
Chair: Elena Szentiványi, Director, Henry Hughes IP Ltd
Registering Trade Marks
Presented by Hamish Selby, Partner, Buddle Findlay

Copyright Basics
Presented by Jack Oliver-Hood, Barrister

Infringement, Enforcement and Brand Protection
Presented by Paul Johns, Principal, AJ Park

2

ATTEND AND EARN 2 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Gain tips on managing the trade mark registration process
· Learn how to deal with the common copyright issues that arise when advising clients
· Consider infringement scenarios and insights into claim and defence strategies

10

$245
WEB223NZA10

BUSINESS VALUATIONS INTENSIVE: WHAT LAWYERS NEED TO KNOW
WEDNESDAY, 2 MARCH 2022 
2.00PM - 4.00PM

$245
WEB223NZA11

Presented by Don Sloan, Sloan Consulting Limited

2

ATTEND AND EARN 2 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive practical guidance on the different approaches to business valuations

INSURANCE CONTRACT LAW REFORM UPDATE
THURSDAY, 3 MARCH 2022 
9.30AM - 10.30AM 

$125
WEB223NZA12

Presented by Stephanie Corban, Special Counsel, Hesketh Henry; Legal500 Asia Pacific 2021 ‘Recommended Lawyer’ in Insurance

1

ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR
Learning Objectives:
· Receive a timely update on insurance contracts with the exposure Bill for Insurance Contract Law Reform

CLIENT FOCUSSED OUTCOMES FOR FAMILY LAWYERS
THURSDAY, 3 MARCH 2022 
11.30AM - 12.30PM 

$125
WEB223NZA13

Presented by Minka Boddé-Phillips, Director, Phillips & Co

1

ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR
Learning Objectives:
· Receive tips on achieving client focussed outcomes in the Family Court

FRANCHISING LAW UPDATE
FRIDAY, 4 MARCH 2022
9.30AM - 10.30AM

$125
WEB223NZA14

Presented by Stewart Germann, Principal, Stewart Germann Law Office; International Who’s Who of Franchise Lawyers 2020; New Zealand’s only Certified
Franchise Executive (CFE)

1

ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR
Learning Objectives:
· Receive a timely update on the core issues affecting franchising law

NAVIGATING HEALTH AND SAFETY LAW
FRIDAY, 4 MARCH 2022 	
2.00PM - 3.30PM

$125
WEB223NZA15

Chair: Angela Evans, Partner, BE Employment Law
Workplace Health & Safety Legal Update
Presented by Olivia Welsh, Senior Associate, Anthony Harper; NZ Lawyer ‘Rising Star’ 2021

COVID-19 Issues in 2022: The Current State of Play
Presented by James Warren, Partner, Dentons Kensington Swan

1.5

ATTEND AND EARN 1.5 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive a timely update on recent developments in health and safety law
· Understand how the pandemic is continuing to affect health & safety at work
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AUCKLAND
2ND
ANNUAL

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SUMMIT
TUESDAY, 8 MARCH 2022
9.00AM TO 5.15PM

$670
223NZA17

Major changes are underway to New Zealand’s environmental policies, laws and regulations so it is essential you’re across the latest
developments. Join an experienced panel as they share valuable insights. Unpack the legal changes in fast track consenting projects, case
law, water law, resource management and climate change. Plus, examine why Māori issues are important in an environmental law context
and receive practical guidance on presenting cases before Independent Hearing Commissioners.

SESSION 1: KEY UPDATES IN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
9.00AM - 1.15PM

223NZA17A

SESSION 2: CLIMATE CHANGE, CASE UPDATES AND
HEARING PROCEDURES
$405

2.00PM - 5.15PM

223NZA17B

$335

Chair: Derek Nolan QC, Bankside Chambers

Chair: Janette Campbell, Barrister, Bankside Chambers

Fast Track Consenting: How Successful has it Been?
· What did it set out to achieve?
· A recap on the process
· Key pinch-points
· Lessons learned
· The verdict

Update on Climate Change under the RMA, and Beyond
· 2020 Amendments to the RMA as now in force
· Natural and Built Environments Act Exposure Draft provisions
addressing climate change mitigation and adaptation
· Managed Retreat and Climate Change Adaptation Act
· Implications of first Emissions Reduction Plan under Climate Change
Response Act

Presented by Daniel Minhinnick, Partner, Russell McVeagh

Māori and Environmental Law: The Emerging Trends
· Why Māori values and issues are important in environmental law
· The evolving approach to considering Treaty principles
· The jurisdiction of the Environment Court to make mana whenua
determinations
· The need to consider Tikanga Māori
· The scope of s.35A obligations
· Key takeaways
Presented by Vicki Morrison-Shaw, Barrister

RMA System Reform and the Implications for Three Waters
· The new water service entities
· Replacement RMA regime and the implications for three waters
· What is required to deliver on the objectives of three waters reform?
Pathways through the new NBA
· Water services entities and spatial planning processes

Presented by Martin Williams, Barrister, Shakespeare Chambers

Environmental Case Law Update: Recent and Significant Decisions
· Look into the most interesting and significant resource management
cases
· Focus on the practical implications of those decisions
Presented by Sarah Mitchell, Senior Associate, Simpson Grierson

Effective Presentations of Important Cases before Independent
Hearing Commissioners
· Hearing procedures
· Roles and responsibilities of counsel and expert witnesses
· What works well and what doesn’t
· Some examples
Presented by Dr Phil Mitchell, Partner, Mitchell Daysh Ltd; Experienced
Chair of Hearing Panels on Significant Applications

Presented by Simon Pilkinton, Partner, Russell McVeagh

RMA PANEL DISCUSSION
Receive valuable insight from experienced practitioners working
with Council, infrastructure organisations and NGOs, on the latest
issues in RMA reform.
Panellists:
Megan Tyler, Chief of Strategy, Chief Planning Office, Auckland
Council
Joanne Mooar, Senior Corporate Counsel, Transpower
New Zealand Ltd
Sally Gepp, Barrister

7

ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 7 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Evaluate the success of the fast track consenting process
· Reflect on the importance of Māori values and issues in an environmental law
context
· Consider the implications for three waters in light of the RMA system reform
· Get up to date on the latest issues in RMA reform

12

Learning Objectives:
· Consider climate change mitigation and adaptation
· Stay up to date on interesting and significant resource management cases and
discuss the key takeaways
· Receive guidance on the key issues arising in presentations before Independent
Hearing Commissioners

AGED CARE AND
RETIREMENT VILLAGES:
LEGAL ISSUES

ESTATE PLANNING AND
ASSET PROTECTION

TUESDAY, 8 MARCH 2022
9.15AM TO 1.35PM

TUESDAY, 8 MARCH 2022
2.00PM TO 5.15PM

$405
WEB223NZA18

Attend and explore the issues that can and do arise in aged
care facilities and retirement villages. Hear from the Office of
the Health and Disability Commissioner, learn how to recognise
elder fraud, understand how to manage admissions from legally
incompetent residents, and examine the implications stemming
from the End of Life Choices Act. You will also receive an
important employment law update and best practice guidance
on managing commercial terms.
Chair: Jessica Buddendijk, Owner/Operator, Jelica’s Aged Care
Advisory and Educational Services; Chair, Care Association New
Zealand (CANZ)
End of Life Choice Act
Issues arising from this new legislation, including:
· Who is eligible?
· Initial discussions: who can initiate these?
· An overview of the process and steps required
· Conscientious objections
Presented by Iris Reuvecamp, Principal, Vida Law

Elder Fraud: Preventing and Responding to Financial Abuse
· What fraud can look like: picking up the signs
· Trust does not replace due diligence
· Global perspectives and case studies
· Actions to take on suspecting an elder fraud
Presented by Stephen Drain, Partner, PwC

UPDATE FROM THE OFFICE OF THE
HEALTH AND DISABILITY COMMISSIONER
Presented by Dr Cordelia Thomas, Associate Commissioner, Office of
the Health and Disability Commissioner

Legally Incompetent Residents
· The concept of competence
· Incompetent patients: who can make decisions on their behalf?
· Options where there is no-one legally able to make decisions on the
resident’s behalf
· Ongoing care and financial issues
· Case studies and examples
Presented by, Andrea Lane, Senior Associate, Claro

Employment Law in the Aged Care Sector
An overview of the key employment law issues facing the aged care
sector, including:
· Rostering and availability provisions
· Conducting investigations involving vulnerable witnesses
· COVID-19 considerations, including vaccination in the workplace
· General contractual requirements
Presented by Ashley-Jayne Lodge, Partner and Jack Brown, Solicitor,
Anderson Lloyd

$335
WEB223NZA19

Attend and elevate your expertise in estate planning and asset
protection to avoid problems down the track. Examine how to
draft modern, complex wills and work through the strategy and
execution of a family business succession. You will also gain
unique insights, practical tips on how s182 and relationship
property claims can affect estate planning. Attend and gain a
deeper understanding of the core issues to help you master this
complicated area.
Chair: Timothy Orr, Partner, Martelli McKegg
Complex, Comprehensive & Bespoke Wills: The Value-Add
With the passage of the Trusts Act 2019, Wills are a primary asset
planning tool. Yet the complexity of modern family dynamics and
relationships means they may need a lot of thought and consideration
to be fit for purpose.
Examine the tricky issues around modern wills drafting dilemmas. This
session will discuss head-on the thorny issue of price points for these
kinds of time-intensive wills – what is the value of the “value-add” and
how to sell it to your clients. It will cover issues including:
· What do you do if the client wants their Will to reflect the side-deal
with the bank in a #bankofmumanddad situation?
· How do you successfully address life interests/rights of residence so
they work and don’t go stale?
· How to practically provide for the issues of multiple relationships,
Licences to Occupy & ORAs
· Joint assets and debts: what clients need to remember about joint
assets
· The new “real world” problem of increasing crypto/digital assets:
how should these be dealt with in Wills and beyond?
· World-wide wills and domicile & the current approach in the
Probates Division
· Price points: what is the value of the “value-add” and how to sell it
· The increasingly live issue of capacity: red flags and what to dos and
discussion of the Dollimore case
Presented by Theresa Donnelly, Legal Services Manager, Perpetual Guardian

Family Business Succession
Discuss the disconnect between strategy and execution in the
succession of a family business, the importance of a family succession
plan and the various exit strategies that need to be considered.
Presented by Henry Brandts-Giesen, Partner, Dentons Kensington Swan

S182 and Relationship Property: Implications for Estate Planners of
Happening and Emerging Claims
Many cases could quite possibly have been avoided with better
planning at the outset. From a simple will, to a complicated wealth
management and succession plan, involving trusts and or other third
party entities, estate planning can be a multifaceted and complex
discipline. But at its very core, is the client – their circumstances, needs
and expectations. All of these factors must be carefully considered
with the simple question in mind – what could possibly go wrong?
Receive a timely update on the relationship property issues that you
need to be aware of when estate planning for your clients.
Presented by Ross Knight, Barrister, Old South British Chambers

4

ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Gain important insights into the End of Life Choice Act
· Understand elder fraud and financial abuse and how to prevent it
· Receive an update from the Office of the Health and Disability
Commissioner
· Obtain practical guidance for dealing with a legally incompetent resident
· Receive a timely update on employment law changes impacting the sector
· Examine the changes to commercial terms affecting retirement villages

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive practical tips on how to draft complex and bespoke wills
· Learn the practical requirements relating to family business succession
· Gain an understanding of relationship property issues that affect estate
planning
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AUCKLAND
7TH
ANNUAL

IN-HOUSE COUNSEL CONFERENCE
WEDNESDAY, 9 MARCH 2022
9.00AM TO 5.15PM

$670
223NZA20

Insulate yourself & your organisation from today’s emerging legal, compliance and governance risks by gaining strategies and information
to help you navigate legal & commercial perils. Gain the skills to manage contractual risk and liability, avoid the pitfalls of competition law
and get the latest update on employment law issues, health and safety and privilege. Plus, examine ESG & its importance and reflect on key
learnings of in-house counsel in leading their team and business through COVID-19.

SESSION 1: CURRENT RISK AND LIABILITIES WORRYING
IN-HOUSE LAWYERS

SESSION 2: KEY SKILLS AND STRATEGIES FOR IN-HOUSE
SUCCESS IN 2022

9.00AM - 1.15PM

2.00PM - 5.15PM

223NZA20A

$405

Chair: Bianca Miller, Senior Legal Counsel, Shift Advisory Limited
Contract Law in the Current Commercial Environment: The
Interplay Between Risk, Liability, Limitation of Liability and
Indemnities
· Risk: How best to manage and allocate risk?
· Indemnities: Risky or beneficial?
· What role does insurance play?
· Limitations: What to limit, when and how?
· How to draft (or redraft) all of this in a way that works
Presented by Anton Trixl, Partner, Anderson Lloyd

How to Avoid the Pitfalls of Competition Law
· Common pitfalls for in-house counsel to be aware of
· Lessons from the first year of cartel criminalisation
· The key changes to competition law from the Commerce
Amendment Bill and what you need to think about
Presented by Bradley Aburn, Senior Associate, Russell McVeagh

Employment Law: The Latest Issues In-House Lawyers
Need to Know
· Key developments in legislation and case law
· Workplace investigations against senior staff: Complex
considerations for Board and C- Suite
· Worker status update: Contractor vs employee
Presented by Charlotte Joy, Associate, BE Employment Law

Health and Safety at Work: Recent Developments and
Significant Cases
Receive insight into the latest developments in health and safety and
consider recent significant cases.
Presented by Garth Gallaway, Partner, Chapman Tripp

NOW IN ITS 7TH YEAR
this program continues
to be the premier In-House
Counsel Conference

7
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223NZA20B

$335

Chair: Kara Hiron, Senior Legal Counsel, Manukau Institute of
Technology and Unitec Institute of Technology
Engaging with ESG: The Social Factors
· Discuss the often neglected ‘S’ in ESG:
- Diversity & Inclusion
- Equal Progression
- Modern slavery
- Social mobility
- Living wage
- Gender pay gap
- Workplace wellness
- Employee engagement
Presented by Laura Scampion, Partner, DLA Piper

PANEL DISCUSSION
Leading Businesses through Change and Surviving COVID-19:
Key Challenges and Learnings
Hear from experienced in-house counsel as they share the
challenges and learnings in leading their team and business
through a global pandemic.
Panellists:
Hayley Cassidy, Chief General Counsel, Bank of New Zealand
Brent McAnulty, General Counsel & Corporate Affairs Director,
TVNZ
Mike Travis, General Counsel, Harmoney
Juliet Jones, Legal, Regulatory and Sustainability Director,
Vodafone New Zealand

Legal Professional Privilege: Challenges and Strategies for InHouse Counsel
Gain a deeper understanding of the privilege issues that in-house
counsel need to know.
Presented by Jane Standage, Partner, MinterEllisonRuddWatts

ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 7 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Benefit from practical guidance on managing contractual risk, liability and
indemnity
· Get the latest on changes to competition and consumer law, and consider the
common pitfalls in-house counsel need to be aware of
· Receive an overview of the latest employment law developments, and reflect on
the key issues arising in workplace investigations
· Stay updated on health and safety developments, and consider recent cases

Learning Objectives:
· Gain insight into the social factors of ESG and what this means in practice
· Reflect on the key learnings of in-house counsel in leading their team and business
through COVID-19
· Examine the key privilege issues that in-house counsel need to know

CHARITIES AND
NOT-FOR-PROFIT:
CRITICAL UPDATE

FORESTRY LAW
ROUNDUP
WEDNESDAY, 9 MARCH 2022
9.15AM TO 12.30PM

$335
WEB223NZA21

Take a deep dive into the unique aspects of forestry law in
this information-packed programme. Hear from experienced
practitioners specialising in this niche area and get the latest
update on forestry and the emissions trading scheme, plus
consider the practical issues of the special forestry test under
the Overseas Investment Act. Receive valuable insight into the
regulation of log traders and advisors, and an understanding of
the changing resource management controls as they apply to
forestry.
Chair: Martin Thomson, Partner, DLA Piper
ETS and Carbon Forestry
· An overview of recent changes to the ETS
· Legal structures being used in carbon forestry projects
Presented by Dan Williams, Partner, Anderson Lloyd

The Special Forestry Test Under the Overseas Investment Act
· Ease of applications
· Existing arrangements and conditions of consent
· Practical issues
· Are the changes achieving what was intended?
· Considerations for the future
Presented by Tara Wylie, Partner, Simpson Grierson

Other Forestry Regulation
· Regulation of log traders and advisors
· The sunset of methyl bromide use
· New and changing resource management controls as they apply to
forestry
Presented by David Raudkivi, Partner, and Patrick Senior,
Senior Associate, Russell McVeagh

WEDNESDAY, 9 MARCH 2022
1.15PM TO 4.30PM

$335
WEB223NZA22

With significant changes set to shake up the sector, you won’t
want to miss out on gaining insight into the most pressing issues
facing NFPs and charities right now, including the Incorporated
Societies Bill, compliance and governance issues and tax. Hear
from leading NFP and charity experts as they critique the latest
developments and how that will impact you.

Chair: Vincent Naidu, Barrister & Solicitor TEP, Notary Public,
Vinci Law
The Incorporated Societies Bill: What You Need to Know
The Incorporated Societies Bill was introduced into Parliament on
17 March 2021. Every one of New Zealand’s approximately 24,000
incorporated societies (plus any of the 7,000 charitable societies
that wish to transition) will need to review their constitutions in the
transition to the new regime. In this session you will look at what you
need to know.
Presented by Susan Barker, Director, Sue Barker Charities Law

Compliance Issues for Charities
The issue of political purposes/advocacy in relation to charities is
a perennial hot topic in charity law and never more so than in the
past year or so with some key cases being determined with regard to
advocacy for the environment and advocacy for the family, with yet
another appeal to the Supreme Court to come.
· Consider some of the key matters pertaining to the current charity
narrative relating to advocacy
· Highlight some of the issues that such decisions may raise, both
from a public perception perspective, and also from a legal
perspective.
Presented by Dr Juliet Chevalier-Watts, Senior Lecturer in Law, Co-Director
Waikato Public Law

BACK

by popular
demand!

Current Charity and Not-for-Profit Tax Issues
Be guided through a review of the main features of the current tax
and compliance regime for charities and non-profits and highlight any
recent and prospective developments, including:
· Income tax, donation tax incentive and GST concessions
· Legislative changes and case law
· Inland Revenue’s latest operational and interpretation items
· Charity/NFP tax policy work in the pipeline
· Interplay with the Charities Act regime and review
Presented by Pam Davidson, Barrister, Lambton Chambers

Governance Challenges in Non-Profit Organisations and Charities
Join an in-depth discussion on the various governance challenges that
NFPs and charities may encounter. While similar to the issues faced by
for profit companies there are unique dynamics, extra considerations
and challenges for those operating in this space.
Presented by Steven Moe, Partner, Parry Field Lawyers

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive a timely overview of the recent changes to the ETS
· Consider the practical issues arising in the special forestry test under the
Overseas Investment Act
· Examine the regulation of log traders and advisors, and discuss new and
changing resource management controls as they apply to forestry

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Be updated on the impact of the Incorporated Societies Bill
· Examine decisions on political purposes/advocacy in relation to charities
· Reflect on current charity and NFP tax issues
· Learn useful tips on good practice governance for NFPs
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AUCKLAND
6TH
ANNUAL

CRIMINAL LAW CONFERENCE 2022
THURSDAY, 10 MARCH 2022
9.00AM TO 5.15PM

$670
223NZA23

Now in its 6th year, the Criminal Law Conference is back to prepare you for the year to come. Receive practical insights from an esteemed
panel of experts on inadmissible admissions, cultural evidence and s27 reports, fitness and insanity, defending sex trial, AML and proceeds
of crime, jury deliberations and sentencing. Gain your CPD hours and arm yourself with the unique skills and knowledge that are necessary to
be successful in criminal law practice.
Chair: Richard Marchant, Barrister, Regent Chambers

SESSION 1: UPDATE IN CRIMINAL PRACTICE
9.00AM - 1.15PM

223NZA23A

SESSION 2: CRIMINAL LAW EVIDENCE, AML AND
PROCEEDS OF CRIME
$405

Recent Developments and Practical Issues around Criminal
Procedure (Mentally Impaired Persons) Act 2003 Proceedings
The Criminal Procedure (Mentally Impaired Persons) Act 2003 (“CP
(MIP) Act”) provides the procedure for determining whether a
defendant is unfit to stand trial. Establishing the fitness and sanity of
the defendant is complex and rarely straightforward. Examine recent
developments and cases in this area.
Presented by Philip Hamlin, Barrister

How to Defend a Sex Trial
· Theory of case
· Cross examination of complainant/s
· Recent complaint evidence?
· Leading your client
· Defence evidence
· Closing
Presented by Tiffany Cooper, Barrister, Fryberg Chambers

Jury Deliberations
Consider the process of jury deliberations including the Juries Act
1981, the use of Papadopoulos directions, majority verdicts and hung
juries.
Presented by Anoushka Bloem, Principal, Bloem & Associates, Criminal
Defence Specialist

Sentencing Update: Cases of Interest
Join Todd Simmonds as together you examine the most recent cases
and developments relating to sentencing.

2.00PM - 5.15PM

223NZA23B

$335

Inadmissible Admissions
Join Maree Cross as together you examine recent cases and key
principles determining the admissibility (or otherwise) of defendant
admissions. Incorporated is a specific focus on reliability, including the
impact of mental health concerns and Police questioning techniques.
Presented by Maree Cross, Barrister, Lorne Street Chambers

Cultural Evidence: Counter-Intuitive Evidence and s27 Reports
· Admissibility
· Recent cases and rulings
· How evidence can be used both during and after trial
Presented by Jasper Rhodes, Barrister

Anti-money Laundering: Recent Developments
· Liability under the AML/CFT Act 2009
· A regulator’s enforcement options
· Recent case law: procedure, penalties, matters of mitigation
· Money laundering under the Crimes Act: recent developments
Presented by Nick Williams, Barrister, Britomart Chambers

A Criminal Proceeds (Recovery) Act Update
Merran will cover how the Police are using the CPRA to not only
confiscate proceeds of drug rings and illegitimate business, but also
restraining and confiscating proceeds of legitimate businesses that
may have been carried out unlawfully.
Presented by Merran Keil, Barrister, Regent Chambers

Presented by Todd Simmonds, Barrister, Lorne Street Chambers

Check out our
Traffic and Driving
and Forensic Evidence
seminars specifically for
criminal lawyers

7

ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 7 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Be updated on recent development in fitness and sanity and CP(MPI) Act 2003
· Understand how to defend a sex trial in response to recent developments
· Work through challenges when dealing with a jury
· Gain a critical update on recent sentencing cases

16

Learning Objectives:
· Receive practical guidance on inadmissible admissions
· Understand how to use cultural and counter-intuitive evidence and S27 reports
· Gain insights into recent developments in anti-money laundering cases
· Be updated on the Criminal Proceeds (Recovery) Act

BUILDING AND
CONSTRUCTION
LAW DISPUTES
THURSDAY, 10 MARCH 2022
9.15AM TO 1.30PM

CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACTS: WHAT
NEEDS FIXING?
$405
WEB223NZA24

Today’s building and construction sector brings with it a number
of legal challenges and complex matters that require attention
and examination. Spread throughout the morning with 5 highly
practical sessions, you will gain useful updates on recent cases,
quantum meruit claims, subcontract agreement issues, large
construction project delivery legal challenges, supply chain
issues and how to avoid disputes.
Chair: Graeme Christie, Barrister and Arbitrator, Bankside Chambers
Construction Law Update: Practical Advice from the Recent Cases
Examine the key recent decisions relevant to the construction industry,
including why they are important, and what they mean for you.
Presented by Michael Taylor, Partner – Construction & Litigation and
Joanna Trezise, Senior Solicitor, Russell McVeagh

Quantum Meruit: Unjust Enrichment or Market Value?
· What does it all mean when you aren’t covered by a contract?
· Review of Electrix v FCC Construction against UK Supreme Court
cases
· Examination of the equitable concept of unjust enrichment, and
assessing payment on the basis of value to the beneficiary of the work
· Applicability of market value assessments
· Which is applicable to the construction industry in NZ?
Presented by John Walton, Barrister, Bankside Chambers

Subcontract Agreement Issues
Examine issues from both a subcontractor’s and a contractor’s
perspective, including:
· Contract terms: delays and variations/back-to-back requirements/
access
· Payment issues and the CCA
· Retentions
· Supply chain issues
· Dispute resolution
Presented by Rebecca Saunders, Partner, Wynn Williams

Supply Chain Issues and Avoiding Disputes
Examine construction supply chain issues and how these can be
effectively managed in your construction contracts to avoid disputes in
a tight and changing market, including:
· The use of early contractor involvement agreements
· Procurement options: advance procurement, supply only and free
issue of materials
· The use of advance payments and security

THURSDAY, 10 MARCH 2022
2.00PM TO 4.30PM

$245
WEB223NZA25

Current review of standard from construction contracts
means significant reforms to the construction sector are on
the horizon. An interim Standard NZS 3910 has been drafted
and a full revision of NZS 3910 standard is forthcoming. Led
by construction law experts, including 3 members from the
scoping committee, explore the pain point with NZS 3910, pros
and cons of the revision, supply chain issues, risk management
in construction contracts and what to expect once the changes
come through.
Chair: Katrina Van Houtte, Partner, Dentons Kensington Swan
REVISION OF NZS 3910: PROPOSED REFORM
Peter Degerholm, Natasha Possenniskie and Helen Macfarlane
will discuss whether our construction contracts are working to
address some of the major issues facing the sector and what
transformations may be needed as we navigate a world of both
global supply and global interruptions.
· The current state of the ongoing revision process for NZS 3910
· The role of contract administrator / Engineer to the Contract
· Risk allocation in construction contracts
· How to adapt procurement practices to address global supply
chain issues in a world where we are forced to live with COVID-19
Presented by:
Helen Macfarlane, Partner, Hesketh Henry
Peter Degerholm, Director, Calderglen Associates Limited
Natasha Possenniskie, Director, Urban Outcomes

Risk Management in Construction Contracts
· Risk allocation and use of risk matrices
· Examine the key areas for consideration in construction contracts,
including:
- Liability: extents and caps
- No fault risks
- Market risks – cost escalation and COVID-19 risks
- Variations
- EOTs
- Time bars
- Design development/scope of works
- Administrative obligations
Presented by Julia Flattery, Partner, Duncan Cotterill

Presented by Kylie Mutch, Senior Associate, Chapman Tripp

Project Delivery Issues on Large-Scale Infrastructure Projects
Drawing on lessons learned from New Zealand’s most high-profile
infrastructure projects:
· Consider the potential limitations of traditional contractual
remedies in the context of large-scale, high-value infrastructure
projects in New Zealand and the challenges that this can present for
project delivery
· Explore what parties can do to anticipate these challenges and
achieve satisfactory project delivery despite them

ALL NEW PROGRAMME

Intensive Workshop

Presented by Scott Thompson, Partner and Geoff White, Senior Associate,
MinterEllisonRuddWatts

4

ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive a timely update on recent construction cases
· Gain a deeper understanding of quantum meruit and unjust enrichment
· Receive practical insights on subcontract agreement and potential issues
· Examine limitations of traditional contractual in delay of project delivery
· Learn how supply chain issues can be effectively managed to avoid
disputes

2.5

ATTEND AND EARN 2.5 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive a detailed update on proposed reforms to of NZS 3910
· Gain a deeper understanding of risk management in construction
contracts
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MASTERING
SUBDIVISIONS:
THE CURRENT ISSUES

CIVIL LITIGATOR’S
TOOLKIT
FRIDAY, 11 MARCH 2022
9.15AM TO 12.40PM

$335
WEB223NZA26

Master the civil litigation process with this expertly curated
guide. Work through what you need to do to successfully
prepare for trial, from case theory to making opening and
closing submissions. Examine the evidential issues, gain tips on
drafting pleadings and insights into how to emerge successful in
settlement negotiations. This programme will equip you with the
key essential skills for success.
Chair: Kim Francis, Partner, Lindsay & Francis
Evidential Issues in Litigation: Preparation through to Presentation
· Knowing what witnesses can give evidence of. What is fact, opinion,
comment. What is admissible
· Referring to documents in evidence, and which documents
· How to take a witness statement
· The difference between the evidentiary standard on a chamber/
interlocutory application, which is by affidavit, and a statement for
a trial
· Some brief commentary on expert evidence
· Making sure the evidence you have covers off all the elements of the
causes of action, or defences you have to prove or disprove
Presented by Paul Dalkie, Barrister

Pleadings: Strategies for Success
Elevate your drafting skills and improve your pleadings through
practical tips, insights and examples on how to draft proper pleadings.
· The statement of claim and clearly stating the nature and basis of
the claim
· Determining appropriate causes of action
· Providing adequate and appropriate factual particulars
· Statements of defence and pleading affirmative defences
· The need for and content of a reply
Presented by Jai Moss, Barrister, Canterbury Chambers

A Guide to Preparing for Trial: From Case Theory to Closing
Submissions
· Preparing a theory of the case early and using it as the basis for all
of your trial preparation
· Some practical aspects of trials to think of well in advance such
as common bundles, electronic court room vs standard trial and
practical witness issues particularly with the increased use of VMR
· The purpose and scope of opening submissions
· Using theory of the case to plan xxm structure and questions
· Pulling everything together into closing submissions
Presented by Rachael Irvine-Shanks, Senior Associate, Chapman Tripp

Settlement Fundamentals: Understanding the Key Requirements
Overview and key requirements
· Rules relating to ‘without prejudice’ privilege and Evidence Act
protections
· Admissibility issues and implications for costs
· Potential pitfalls: when ‘without prejudice’ privilege can be lost
· Latest judicial guidance
Presented by Emma Moran, Partner, DLA Piper

FRIDAY, 11 MARCH 2022
1.15PM TO 4.30PM

$335
WEB223NZA27

Back by popular demand, this highly practical programme will
help you to develop the skills and strategies needed to tackle the
complex issues that arise in subdivision matters. You will learn
best practice when commencing a subdivision and how to set up
an e-Dealing, examine the use of cross lease conversions, and
gain an understanding of the resource management issues you
need to be aware of when subdividing.
Commencing and Implementing a Subdivision: The Process and
Best Practice
Join Alan as he takes you through the best practice process for
completing a subdivision, including tips and traps that you may
encounter along the way.
Presented by Alan Prescott, Partner, Harmans Lawyers

LINZ e-Dealings for Subdivisions
The introduction of Landonline has turned legal executives and
lawyers into land title specialists, a task previously performed by
highly-skilled land title analysts at LINZ. The task of setting up the
e-dealing also requires close attention to detail, something busy
practitioners can easily lose sight of, as demanding developers push
for their titles to issue. A rejection at LINZ can delay the process even
more.
· When do you start the process of setting up the e-dealing?
· What core documents do you need?
· What are the common mistakes, and how to avoid them?
· Where do I turn for help if stuck?
· How can I avoid a requisition, or worse, a rejection?
Presented by Nick Kearney, Special Counsel, Davenports Law

Cross Lease Conversions in Subdivisions and Types of Instruments
Cross lease conversions are becoming a hot topic with the urban
intensification going on in Auckland and people looking to extract as
much value from their land as possible. It may also make sense to look
at a cross lease conversion when rectifying a defective cross lease
given the potential cost benefit in doing this.
· Gain a detailed examination of cross lease conversions, the process
and considerations when looking at one
· Examine the types of instruments that may be required for a
subdivision and when and why you might use them
Presented by Shaun McGivern, Partner and Simon Blogg, Associate
Haigh Lyon Lawyers and Geoff Webster, Director CKL Limited; Registered
Professional Surveyor

Resource Management and Environmental Issues when Subdividing
· Recent case law
· Development contributions
· Dealing with specific problems:
- Contaminated Land
- Natural Hazards
- Stormwater
· Urban intensification: the issues
· Reform
- Water and Rural
- RMA
- Climate Change
Presented by Stuart Ryan, Barrister, Ākarana Chambers

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Gain tips on preparing and presenting evidence in court
· Elevate your drafting skills and improve your pleadings
· Benefit from practical guidance on preparing for trial
· Understand rules relating to ‘without prejudice’ privilege
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3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Examine best practice approaches to commencing a subdivision
· Learn how to set up a LINZ e-Dealing
· Gain a deeper understanding of cross-lease conversions and types of
instruments
· Receive a timely update on resource management issues affecting
subdivisions

AUCKLAND

TRUSTS LAW SYMPOSIUM
FRIDAY, 11 MARCH 2022
9.00AM TO 5.15PM

$670
223NZA28

If you work with Trusts this is a must attend event. Condition your skills to expertly tackle the more complex and difficult situations that
can arise when creating and dealing with a trust. You will work through the spectrum of trustee issues, recent legislative changes, tax and
remedies. Receive insights from legal experts who work closely with trusts to ensure you are equipped to identify red flags and ready to
tackle any trust issue that arises in your practice.
Chair: Tammy McLeod, Managing Director, Davenports Law

SESSION 1: TRUSTEE ISSUES: WORKING THROUGH THE
COMPLEXITIES

SESSION 2: TRUSTS: TAX, REMEDIES AND LEGISLATIVE &
CASE UPDATES

9.00AM - 1.15PM

2.00PM - 5.15PM

223NZA28A

$405

Corporate Trustees Controlled by a Sole Beneficiary
· New Zealand and Australia approve their use
· Is this the most significant change in Trust law in recent times?
· Using them to allow a beneficiary to self-benefit
· Avoiding the need for an independent trustee
· Will the IRD approve of their use?
· Will the Courts uphold them?
Presented by Anthony Grant, Barrister

Professional Independent Trustee Companies: Risk Management
“… the fruit of this union of the law of limited liability companies and
trust law has been described “as a commercial monstrosity.”: HAJ Ford
“Trading Trusts and Creditors’ Rights” 13 Melb UL Rev 1 at 1.
Discuss the practical aspects of professional independent trustee
companies and how to manage the relevant risks by reference to the:
· Income Tax Act 2007, the Trusts Act 2019 and the Companies Act
1993
· Terms of trusts that permit the appointment of a corporate trustee
Presented by Vicki Ammundsen, Director, Vicki Ammundsen Trust Law
Limited

Trustee Liability, Exemption Clauses and Indemnities
· Understanding trustee liability and the extent to which exemptions
and indemnities will be permitted
· Examining whether existing exemptions and indemnities will be
valid
· Considering the duties of advisers in respect of liability limitation

223NZA28B

$335

Issues Arising Under the New Trusts Act
The Trusts Act 2019 is here. It is something with which we must all
become familiar. But, although some provisions are familiar, others
are more exotic. Further, being such a new piece of legislation, judicial
guidance, particularly by the appellate courts, is wanting.
· Discuss a number of practical issues that might arise under the
Trusts Act. (We will not, except in the broadest terms, outline the
operation of the Act)
· Focus on discrete issues of practical importance to trust
practitioners and their clients
Presented by Sam Jeffs, Barrister, Bankside Chambers and
Thomas Refoy-Butler, Partner, MacKenzie Elvin

Tax and Trusts
Gain a recap of the key issues regarding the taxation of trusts
· Discuss recent legislative and other developments
Presented by Tim Stewart, Special Counsel, Mayne Wetherell

Remedies Against Third Parties: Who Else May be Liable?
· Gain a refresher on established principles of third-party liability
· Discuss recent developments in the areas of dishonest assistance,
knowing receipt, and profits made by third parties
Presented by Shane Campbell, Partner and Jordan Halligan, Associate,
Wynn Williams

Presented by Carmel Walsh, Barrister, Bankside Chambers

Trustee Capacity and Removal
· Capacity of trustees and power holders
· Dealing with health professionals
· The trustee removal process and the procedure under the Trusts Act
2019
Presented by Greg Ambler, Senior Associate, TGT Legal

7

ANNUAL CPD
SUBSCRIPTION!

Only $810 for 10 CPD points
(or $567 with the Early Bird Offer)
Sign up today!

ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 7 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Understand what to do when a sole beneficiary controls a corporate trustee
· Practical aspects and risks of using an independent trustee company and the risks
· Develop an understanding of trustee liability, exemptions, indemnities and duties
· Gain practical insights into trustee capacity and removal

Learning Objectives:
· Be updated on the issues arising under the new Trusts Act
· Ensure you are up to date on tax and trusts
· Receive a refresher on third party liability and remedies
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INNOVATE YOUR LEGAL
PRACTICE: KEY TOOLS
AND PROCESSES

SHAREHOLDER
AGREEMENTS
WORKSHOP 
TUESDAY, 15 MARCH 2022
9.15AM TO 12.30PM 

$335
WEB223NZA29

Often shareholder agreements are prepared when hopes are
high and parties may not necessarily be thinking about what can
go wrong. Attend and learn how to identify the key issues that
determine whether the shareholder agreement you’re working
on is unassailable or fraught with risk. Hear from a leading panel
of corporate and commercial practitioners as they offer valuable
insights on preparing shareholder agreements, exit provisions
and expert strategies for managing disputes.

Chair: Victoria Anderson, Partner, Morrison Mallett
Preparing Shareholder Agreements: Best Practice Tips
· Assessing the needs of your client
· Taking instructions
· Fundamental provisions in a shareholder agreement
· Tips and traps
Presented by Charles Thompson, Senior Associate, Dentons Kensington
Swan

Exit Provisions and Other Key Considerations: What You
Need to Know
· Why exit provisions are essential even though clients often don’t
want to discuss them
· Common examples of exit provisions
· Deadlock mechanisms
· The importance of tailoring the exit provision to the type of business
you are drafting for
Presented by Tom Heard, Special Counsel, Wynn Williams

Resolving Disputes Associated with Shareholder Agreements
· Exploring the different methodologies
- Public courts
- Private arbitration
- Expert determination
· Mediation
· Multi-tier disputes clauses
· Latest case law
Presented by Timothy Lindsay, Partner and Thomas Westaway, Senior
Associate, Lindsay & Francis

TUESDAY, 15 MARCH 2022
1.15PM TO 4.30PM

$335
WEB223NZA30

Innovating your legal practice or developing an innovative
mindset are key to thriving in a competitive and changing
market, so what knowledge and skills do you need to achieve
success? Learn about business models, automation systems
and the importance of legal project management skills. Plus,
consider the future of legal practice, and the challenges and
opportunities for the legal profession. Walk away with the tools
essential to creating a more flexible, adaptable and efficient
practice.
Chair: Prue Tyler, Director, Shift Advisory Limited and Shift
Compliance Limited
Legal Practice Management in the Digital Age: Lessons from
Innovative Firms
· Business models and processes
· Strategy and practice capability
· Lessons learnt
Presented by Prue Tyler, Director, Shift Advisory Limited and Shift
Compliance Limited and Katie Carson, Director, Avid Legal

How to Innovate within Legal Practice: Automation Systems
and Processes
Innovative in-house legal teams are automating increasing amounts
of ‘traditional’ legal work. Hear how these teams solve the same
problems as law firms and use automation systems and processes to
reduce labour-intensive tasks without sacrificing the level of service to
their clients.
Presented by Jodie Baker, Founder & CEO, Xakia Technologies and
Guy Smith, General Counsel, Upper Hutt City Council

A Spotlight on Legal Project Management
In a competitive market, lawyers with legal project management skills
will be in higher demand as they are more flexible and adaptable to
changing client expectations and working conditions. Examine the
important issues:
· Legal project management core concepts
· How project management applies to legal work
· Key tools and processes to improve legal service delivery
Presented by Shaun Plant, Chief Legal Officer, LawVu; Director, Nexus Law

PANEL DISCUSSION
What’s the Next Big Thing? The Law Firm of the Future
Hear from practitioners as they share valuable insight into the
future of legal practice, and the risks, challenges and opportunities
for the legal profession.
Panellists:
Helen Mackay, Director, Juno Legal
Shaun Plant, Chief Legal Officer, LawVu; Director, Nexus Law
Arran Hunt, Partner, Stace Hammond
Campbell McKenzie, Director, Incident Response Solutions
Jordan Oldham, Senior Associate, MinterEllisonRuddWatts

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive best practice guidance in preparing shareholder agreements
· Develop a more thorough understanding of exit provisions
· Consider the different dispute resolution methodologies and the latest
case law
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3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Consider the key practice management learnings of innovative law firms
· Receive insight into the automation systems and processes used by inhouse teams to increase internal efficiencies
· Understand the core legal project management concepts and how it can
be applied to improve legal service delivery
· Discuss the future of legal practice, and the risks, challenges and
opportunities for the legal profession

PUBLIC SECTOR
PROCUREMENT AND
CONTRACTS
WEDNESDAY, 16 MARCH 2022
9.15AM TO 12.30PM

COMPETITION AND
CONSUMER LAW: THE
CRITICAL CHANGES
$335
WEB223NZA31

An essential update for those specialising in procurement and
government contracts. Don’t miss out on hearing from leading
practitioners on the latest in procurement law and how the
rules have been adapted throughout COVID-19, challenging
the successful tender and insight into how the public sector can
deliver improved outcomes for Māori.

Chair: Corin Maberly, Founding Partner, Maberly & Co
Public Sector Procurement Update
· How the Government Procurement rules have been adapted
throughout COVID-19 (as a national emergency)
· Recent complaints with the Auditor General
· How effective are the updated Procurement Rules?
Presented by Catherine Marks, Special Counsel - Public Law and
Regulation, Russell McVeagh

Delivering Improved Outcomes for Māori via Procurement
Developing consciousness within the public sector around the
opportunities for economic and social uplift that public sector
procurement provides for Māori.
Presented by Anthony Ruakere, Director, Ernst & Young Tahi

Competitive Procurement and Challenging Tenders
· Getting the RFP right
· What does the law say?
· Getting award right (letters of intent v letters of award)
· Practical takeaways

WEDNESDAY, 16 MARCH 2022
1.15PM TO 4.30PM 

$335
WEB223NZA32

Discuss the significant changes that are about to hit competition
and consumer law that you need to be aware of. Be updated
on the new cartel conduct regime, emerging trends in merger
control, the new prohibition on unconscionable conduct and the
changes to unfair contract terms. Don’t miss out on receiving a
comprehensive and concise update from leading experts in this
area.
Chair: Leo Farmer, Barrister, Shortland Chambers
COMPETITION
Cartel Conduct and the Collaborative Activity Exemption
An update on cartel conduct and the application of the collaborative
activity exemption, covering:
· What constitutes a ‘cartel provision’?
· When will the collaborative activity exemption apply?
· The clearance process in practice – the Anytime Fitness clearance
application
Presented by Anna Ryan, Partner, Lane Neave

Emerging Trends in Merger Control
An update on the latest developments in New Zealand merger control
covering:
· Key cases and emerging trends
· Tips for achieving the best outcome and minimising delay
· Managing parallel regulatory processes
Presented by Glenn Shewan, Partner, Bell Gully

Presented by Hamish Bolland, Partner, Chapman Tripp

FAIR TRADING
Unconscionable Conduct
What you need to know about the new prohibition on unconscionable
conduct:
· What is unconscionable conduct?
· Compliance steps to avoid issues
· What we can learn from the Australian regime
Presented by Troy Pilkington, Partner, Russell McVeagh

Extension of Unfair Contract Terms Regime to Small Business
Contracts
· The current unfair contracts terms regime
· The contracts that will be affected by the extension
· What is an unfair contract term?
· The implications of the change and how to comply
Presented by Jennifer Hambleton, Senior Associate,
MinterEllisonRuddWatts

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive a timely update on the latest developments in public sector
procurement and examine recent complaints with the Auditor General
· Gain valuable insight on how the public sector can deliver improved
outcomes for Māori via procurement
· Understand how to get the RFP right

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Stay up to date on cartel conduct and applicable exemptions
· Get the latest on developments in New Zealand merger control
· Consider the new prohibition on unconscionable conduct
· Discuss the changes to the extension of unfair contract terms regime to
small business contracts and how to remain compliant
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HEALTH LAW
DEVELOPMENTS

COMMERCIALISING
IP INTENSIVE
THURSDAY, 17 MARCH 2022
9.15AM TO 12.30PM

$335
WEB223NZA33

Understanding your client’s IP assets and their value is essential
to helping them achieve commercial advantage. Explore how
to acknowledge, recognise and protect Mātauranga Māori in
IP commercialisation agreements, how to manage the tricky
issues in IP licensing agreements, how to conduct effective IP due
diligence processes and manage IP portfolios. Walk away with
the key skills and tools for success in any IP commercial matter.

THURSDAY, 17 MARCH 2022
1.15PM TO 5.30PM

$405
WEB223NZA34

This is a must-attend for anyone associated with public health
and medico-legal issues. Examine the key legal issues affecting
the health sector and hear from the Office of the Health and
Disability Commissioner and some of the best lawyers who
practice medico-legal law. You will be taken through upcoming
reforms, recent legislative changes in end-of-life-choice and
privacy, recent cases and developments in employment law, and
the latest information on digital healthcare.

Chair: Jonathan Aumonier-Ward, Principal, AJ Park
IP Commercialisation and Protection of Mātauranga Māori
As the Māori economy expands, Māori seek IP commercialisation
agreements that acknowledge, recognise, and protect Mātauranga
Māori, that is consistent with tikanga and Te Tiriti o Waitangi.
· Obtain guidance on how you can give effect to these requirements
in IP commercialisation agreements, including a review of our
obligations under the Convention of Biological Diversity, and
suggested frameworks under the Nagoya Protocol.
Presented by Lynell Tuffery Huria, Partner, Kāhui Legal

Issues in IP Licensing Agreements
· Identifying your IP and determining if it can be licensed in the first
place
· Considerations for negotiating royalty rates
· Importance of audit rights
· Survival of rights and obligations following expiry of a license
Presented by Sebastien Aymeric, Senior Associate, Bell Gully

Strategies to Conducting a Successful IP Due Diligence
The sale and purchase of any business includes key assets. These
assets include IP rights, which are often a key driver for the purchaser
and the price they are prepared to pay for a business. IP due diligence
therefore plays an integral part in any sale and purchase process
and it is important that the IP assets are in order for both vendor and
purchaser alike.
Explore the following:
· Identifying key IP assets of a business and why they are so important
· Considerations before entering into and during an IP due diligence
and sale/purchase process
· Recommendations and strategies for a successful IP due diligence
and sale/purchase process
· Spotting IP issues and risks from a vendor and purchaser
perspective
Presented by Hamish Selby, Partner, Buddle Findlay

Managing IP Portfolios
Managing an IP portfolio is much more than keeping track of dates
and paying fees. It requires a marriage between knowledge of an
organisation’s requirements and the relevance of the IP to those
requirements. Examine the following important issues:
· Setting up the relationship between the players
· Aligning the IP decisions
· Management tricks

Chair: Rebecca Keenan, Barrister, Liberty Law
THE HEALTH SYSTEM: THE HDC PERSPECTIVE
Presented by Dr Cordelia Thomas, Associate Commissioner, Office of
the Health and Disability Commissioner

End of Life Choice Act 2021
· Who is eligible?
· Initial discussions: who can initiate these?
· An overview of the process and steps required
· Conscientious objections
Presented by Belinda Johns, Special Counsel, Claro Law

Privacy and Health Information
· Key legislative changes:
- Health Information Privacy Code 2020
- Privacy Act 2020
· Privacy and data security: challenges facing the health sector
- Waikato DHB breaches: Case study
- National Cyber Security Emergency Response Plan (due to be
released end of 2021)
· Privacy and COVID-19: considerations regarding an individual’s
vaccination status
Presented by Duncan McGill, Partner, Duncan Cotterill

Employment Law Issues Affecting the Health Sector
· Key principles of employment law
· Ensuring workplace health and safety
· Managing concerns about health, competence
· Reporting by employers of medical practitioners
Presented by Blair Scotland, Partner, Dundas Street

Digital Healthcare
· Recent developments in digital healthcare
· The regulatory landscape, issues and barriers
· Common pitfalls and misunderstandings
Presented by Aisling Weir, Special Counsel, Claro Law

ALL

NEW

Presented by Kate Wilson, Intellectual Property Strategist, Registered
Patent Attorney, KTPi Enterprises Ltd

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Discuss how to acknowledge, recognise, and protect Mātauranga Māori
in IP commercialisation agreements
· Benefit from best practice guidance on managing the key issues in IP
licensing agreements
· Gain strategies to conducting a successful IP due diligence
· Learn how to effectively manage IP portfolios
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PROGRAMME

4

ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive a general update from HDC on the health system
· Examine the practical implications of the End of Life Choice Act
· Gain a critical update on privacy law and the effect on the heath sector
· Receive important information on employment law changes
· Hear about recent developments in digital health care

EMPLOYMENT LAW
WORKSHOP: THE BASICS
FOR ALL LAWYERS

EMPLOYMENT LAW: KEY
DEVELOPMENTS 

FRIDAY, 18 MARCH 2022
10.00AM TO 1.00PM 

FRIDAY, 18 MARCH 2022
1.15PM TO 5.30PM

$335
WEB223NZA35

We know you’re not an employment lawyer, but wouldn’t it be
great to be able to address the most common employment
law issues when they pop up for a client or in your own team or
practice? From drafting clauses in employment agreements,
to understanding the restructuring and redundancy process,
to responding to poor performance and navigating personal
grievances. This session is designed to be interactive, so bring
your questions and receive the answers your organisation or your
clients need.

EMPLOYMENT LAW WORKSHOP:
THE BASICS FOR ALL LAWYERS
What happens when a client asks you an employment law question
and it’s not your area of specialty? Employment law experts Alison
Maelzer and Eloise Callister-Baker from Hesketh Henry, will provide
answers to the 15 most asked employment law questions, including:
Drafting Employment Agreements
· What type of employment agreement do I need?
· What must be in an employment agreement?
· What else should be in an employment agreement?
Restructuring & Redundancy
· What is a redundancy? Is it the same as a restructure?
· How do I make someone redundant? What is the process?
· How do I manage employment considerations when buying or
selling a business?
Poor Performance, Misconduct & the Disciplinary Process
· What is poor performance, misconduct and serious misconduct?
· How do I deal with performance issues?
· How do I deal with misconduct issues?
· What process do I need to follow to terminate employment?
What Happens if all Turns Sour: Personal Grievances,
Employment Claims & Processes
· What types of personal grievances can an employee raise?
· What other claims can an employee raise?
· How do I deal with a personal grievance or claim?
· What are the remedies available?
· What are the employment processes and institutions, and how
do I navigate them?
Presented by Alison Maelzer, Partner and Eloise Callister-Baker,
Associate, Hesketh Henry

$405
WEB223NZA36

Take a deep dive into the key employment areas and issues you
need to watch in 2022. In this highly informative afternoon,
be guided through current and emerging issues that you
need to know given the transformation that has been thrust
upon employment law. Understand the legal implications of
gig work and changing work hours, gain a critical update on
leave entitlements, recent important cases, how COVID-19 has
changed the employment landscape and what all this means for
you and you clients.
Chair: Shelley Eden, Director, GazeBurt
Changing Models of Work: The Employment Law Implications
What does this mean for businesses and workers? Stay at the forefront
of labour law issues and take a deep dive into:
· The legal implications of our evolving ways of working
· Triangular employment laws
· Potential dependent worker regime
· Key cases about our modern working models
Presented by Gillian Service, Partner – Employment,
MinterEllisonRuddWatts

Update on “Leave”
· Increased sick leave entitlements and their implementation
· Amendment to bereavement leave
· Increased public holidays
· Family violence leave and the uptake across New Zealand
Presented by Kathryn McKinney, Partner, Anthony Harper

Recent Case Law and Developments in Employment Law: What do
they Mean for Employers?
· Employment agreements in a world of Covid-19 and lockdowns
· Developments in the area of reinstatement
· Fair pay agreements
· The Supreme Court decisions of Bathurst and FMV v TZB
Presented by Laurie Knight and Jonothan Whyte, Staff Barristers,
Catherine Stewart Barrister

EMPLOYMENT LAW AND COVID-19: THE CURRENT STATE OF PLAY
COVID-19 and Employment Law Update
· Restructures and redundancies
· Wage Subsidy and other Government support packages
· Vaccinations and return to work
· Lockdowns and the ability, or inability, to work
Presented by AJ Lodge and John Farrow, Partners, Anderson Lloyd

ALL

NEW

PROGRAMME

Associated Privacy Law Issues: Employment Law and COVID-19
· Changes to Privacy Law from Privacy Act 2020
· Collection, use and disclosure of vaccination status information
· COVID tracing and information collection issues
· Personal information issues from remote working
Presented by Matthew McGoldrick, Partner, SBM Legal

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive valuable insight into the clauses that must be included in an
employment agreement
· Consider the key employment issues arising in restructuring and
redundancy processes
· Gain best practice guidance on dealing with performance and
misconduct issues
· Understand how to deal with personal grievances, employment claims
and related processes

4

ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Gain a critical update on the changing models of work
· Receive a timely update on leave
· Be update on the most recent and important employment law cases
· Gain practical insights into how COVID-19 is currently impacting
employment laws
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CONTRACT DISPUTES
MASTERCLASS

CONTRACT LAW:
DRAFTING INTENSIVE
TUESDAY, 22 MARCH 2022
9.00AM TO 1.20PM

$405
WEB223NZA37

Expertise in contract drafting is crucial in almost any commercial
matter or transaction. This practical webinar will enable you
to gain a mastery of some of the most important, and at times
overlooked, techniques, clauses and drafting tools. Whether
you’re a seasoned contract drafter or just looking for a refresher,
our contracts specialists will help you to refine your contract
drafting skills to develop best practice

Chair: Chris Linton, Consultant, Duncan Cotterill
Pre-Contract Negotiations
The ability to construct “win/win” outcomes is one of the key
differentiators between a good lawyer and a great one. Drawing on
the presenter’s own experience in this area, in this session you will
work through a combination of practical and effective exercises with
elements of Harvard’s world leading negotiation programme to help
you negotiate the best terms for your next contract.
Presented by John Steadman, General Manager – Procurement, Spark NZ

Indemnity Clauses
· Are they really that important?
· What do they actually do?
· Should I include one in my commercial contract?
· Case examples – when indemnity clauses go wrong?
Presented by Brad Cuff, Barrister, Capital Chambers

Drafting Penalty Clauses and Uncertainty
Examine practical examples and recent case law on penalty clauses
and questions around uncertainty, both of which can result in the Court
finding that a contract is void.
Presented by Darise Bennington, Special Counsel, Duncan Cotterill

Earnout Clauses
Earn-out clauses are a pragmatic means of navigating contracting
parties’ views regarding an asset’s value. However, they call for careful
drafting.
· Explore case law on earnout clauses, how the attempts to bridge
the gap went wrong and the lessons arising from them to bear in
mind for future drafting.
Presented by Yoonjung Lee, Associate, Gilbert Walker

TUESDAY, 22 MARCH 2022
2.00PM TO 5.15PM

$335
WEB223NZA38

A contract is only effective if it is enforceable. With contracts
lying at the very heart of both the commercial and legal spheres
it’s critical that you refine your knowledge, skills and strategies
in this area. There’s no better way to perfect your abilities when
working with a contract dispute than to attend this practical
masterclass. Zero-in on contract interpretation, mediating a
contract dispute, the impact of insolvency on contracts and
contract termination.
Chair: Kelly Paterson, Partner, Buddle Findlay
Contract Interpretation and Construction
· The difference between the principles of contractual interpretation
vs construction
· Refresher on the admissibility of extrinsic evidence: prior
negotiations and post-contract conduct
· The threshold for implying terms into a contract
· An update on the case law including the significant ruling in the
Supreme Court in Bathhurst Resource Ltd v L&M Coal Holdings Ltd
[2021] NZSC 85
Presented by Melissa Hammer, Partner, Anderson Lloyd

Mediating Contract Disputes
Mediation provides a powerful tool for resolving disputes and
restoring positive commercial relationships. However, different skills
are required from lawyers and clients to unlock the benefits. Examine
the issues including:
· Benefits of mediation (compared to alternatives such as
negotiation, arbitration, or litigation)
· Multi-tier dispute resolution clauses
· The role of the mediator, the lawyers, and the parties
· Tips for managing the dispute and preparing for mediation
· Process and strategy within a mediation
· Documenting settlement
Presented by Laura O’Gorman QC, Bankside Chambers

Terminating a Contract
Contracts can be terminated for many reasons but the right to
terminate, and the remedies that flow, are not always straightforward.
· Discuss some of the key grounds to terminate
· Explore the risks of unlawful termination
· Examine frustration of contracts
· Terminating “at will” and sunset clauses
· Case law update
Presented by Harriet Quinlan, Senior Associate, Anthony Harper

Impact of Insolvency on Contracts
· An overview of the effect that the different corporate insolvency
regimes have on contracts generally
· The effect of voluntary administration on certain contracts, such as
leases and agreements which grant security interests in personal
property
· Situations when contracts can still be enforced notwithstanding
formal insolvency of a party, for instance by obtaining injunctive relief
· Claims by liquidators in relation to certain contracts entered into
when the company is insolvent
· Case law update
Presented by Ben Russell, Partner – Dispute Resolution, Lane Neave

4
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ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Learn how to engage in effective pre-contract negotiations
· Gain practical insights and skills for drafting indemnity clauses
· Receive practical guidance on penalty clauses and avoiding uncertainty
· Learn how to draft earnout clauses and avoid risk

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Gain a deeper understanding of contract interpretation and construction
· Learn the benefits of mediating a contract dispute
· Understand when and how a contract can be terminated
· Examine the impact of insolvency on contracts

DRAFTING FAMILY LAW
AGREEMENTS AND
APPLICATIONS

FAMILY LAW:
EVIDENCE AND
ADVOCACY 

WEDNESDAY, 23 MARCH 2022
9.15AM TO 12.30PM

WEDNESDAY, 23 MARCH 2022
1.15PM TO 4.40PM

$335
WEB223NZA40

Elevate your skills and enhance your knowledge with this stepby-step expert guide to family law agreements and applications.
You will receive practical guidance and strategies on drafting
separation agreements, insight into the critical considerations
you need on your radar when contracting out of agreements
and drafting spousal maintenance applications and defences.
Attend and gain strategies you can immediately apply in
practice.

$335
WEB223NZA41

Join a stellar line-up of family law advocates and gain the
knowledge and skills to represent your client effectively in the
Family Court. This masterclass focuses on the role of evidence in
practice and provides valuable tips for re-examination, how to
deal with poorly drafted evidence and how to interpret expert
reports. Don’t miss out on this highly practical programme.

Chair: Stuart Cummings, Barrister, Surrey Chambers

Chair: Inger Blackford, Barrister, Trinity Chambers

Drafting Separation Agreements: Tips and Traps
· Drafting tips and traps
· Recent decisions and analysis of the implications for your drafting
strategies
· Practical examples and lessons to implement into your practice

Evidence in the Family Court: It is Not a Free for All
· The role of the Evidence Act
· The relaxation of the rules of evidence
· Why this is good in practice

Presented by Jo Naidoo, Partner, Norris Ward McKinnon

Spousal Maintenance: Negotiating and Drafting Applications &
Defences
· Tips and tricks for drafting interim and final applications and
defences
· Analysing the applicant’s and respondent’s reasonable means and
expenses
· Pointers from an expert accountant
· Find out what the trends are in the amounts the Courts have been
ordering
Presented by Helen Radinovich, Senior Associate, Tompkins Wake, and
Sian Heppleston, Analyst, Hussey & Co

Contracting Out Agreements: Avoiding Problems and Making
them Work for Your Clients
· Highlighting some common issues when drafting s 21 agreements
· Some cases when problems have arisen
· Tips and best practice guidance

Presented by Simon Jefferson QC, Trinity Chambers

Re-examination: Tips and Techniques
· When can re-examination take place?
· When should you re-examine?
· Re-examination techniques
· Tips for you and your client
Presented by Jackie Dale, Senior Associate, McVeagh Fleming

Interlocutory Procedures in the Family Court
· Dealing with poorly drafted evidence: strike out
· Soliciting further evidence: discovery and interrogatories
Presented by Brintyn Smith, Barrister

Analysing and Interpreting Expert Reports
Receive practical guidance on how to interpret and analyse expert
reports in the Family Court.
Presented by Daniel Vincent, Partner, Cullinane Steele

Presented by Helen Tyree, Senior Associate, McWilliam Rennie Lawyers

Intensive

Drafting

WORKSHOP

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Benefit from practical tips and traps to drafting separation agreements
· Receive guidance on how to draft spousal maintenance applications and
defences, and consider key insights from an expert accountant
· Learn useful tips to drafting contracting out agreements

MASTERCLASS

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive practical guidance on the Evidence Act
· Improve your technique and approach to re-examination
· Gain tips on dealing with poorly drafted evidence and how to solicit
further evidence
· Enhance your ability to interpret and analyse expert
reports in the Family Court
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AUCKLAND
4TH
ANNUAL

DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS SUMMIT
WEDNESDAY, 23 MARCH 2022
9.00AM TO 5.15PM

$670
223NZA42

Company officeholders face a range of complex issues arising from increased regulation and scrutiny from stakeholders. Attend and hear
valuable insights on the cutting-edge issues affecting the board you’re on or the board you advise. Receive a timely update on directors’
duties, ESG, health and safety, class actions, and emerging technologies. Stay for the afternoon for practical guidance on governance,
board culture, and promoting organisational integrity to minimise professional risk.

SESSION 1: A CHANGING LANDSCAPE: RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS IMPACTING BOARDS
9.00AM - 1.15PM

223NZA42A

SESSION 2: GOVERNANCE INTENSIVE:
ORGANISATIONAL INTEGRITY AND BOARD CULTURE
$405

Chair: Sarah Armstrong, Barrister, Shortland Chambers
Update on Directors Duties
Debut Homes v Cooper [2020] clarified what compensation under
s301 can be awarded for breaches of ss135 and 136 Companies Act.
That decision has now been applied by the Court of Appeal in Yan v
Mainzeal Property and Construction Ltd (in liq) [2021] NZCA 99.
· Examine these decisions regarding liquidators ability to recover for
insolvent trading from directors even if during that trading period
the net financial position of the company dramatically improved but
it was ultimately still insolvent when it was liquidated
· Analyse the ramifications of these decisions for companies and
directors and what must happen for a near insolvent company to
continue to trade
Presented by Bret Gustafson, Barrister, FortyEight Shortland

Environmental, Societal and Governance (ESG)
Explore the emerging landscape around ESG and how to approach
the evolving legal and regulatory pressures while mitigating risk.
Presented by Katie Bhreatnach, General Manager – Customer and
Regulatory Partnerships, Airways New Zealand

Health and Safety Update for Directors and Company Officers
· Health and safety obligations regarding vaccines, including whether
or not you can require staff to be vaccinated
· Directors’ duties under the Health and Safety at Work Act, including
recent prosecutions
Presented by John Farrow, Partner and James Cowan, Associate,
Anderson Lloyd

Class Actions: Latest Developments and Key Issues for Directors
· Overview of class action landscape
· Insights on Law Commission review of class actions and litigation
funding
· Update on recent cases
Presented by Sam Hiebendaal and Liam McNeely, Senior Associates,
Bell Gully

2.00PM - 5.15PM

223NZA42B

Chair: Anita Killeen, Barrister, Quay Chambers; Chair of the
Auckland Regional Amenities Funding Board
THE IMPORTANCE OF BOARD CULTURE
Board Culture

Board Culture is the Key: The Impact of Board Culture on Board
Performance
· What is board culture and why is it important?
· Factors that influence board culture
· The role of board directors and board chairs in influencing board
culture
· How board culture impacts on board performance
· Leadership styles and their impact on board dynamics
· How to change board culture
Presented by Julie Hardaker, Director, Julie Hardaker Lawyers
Company Culture

The Board and Organisational Performance (or Culture in a
Complex World)
How do you know that what you expect to happen tomorrow in
your organisation will actually happen? Leadership and culture
shape success. Consider how boards lead to ensure that the culture
of the organisation shapes and delivers the performance the Board
requires. Work through case studies for practical insights.
Presented by Anthony Hill, Special Counsel, ChenPalmer; Former Health
and Disability Commissioner

Organisational Integrity: Avoiding Jail and Scandal
Your role is to ensure that your organisation, or your client’s
organisation is minimising the risk of scandal and regulatory/criminal
breaches.
· Take a look at how matters such as modern slavery, bribery &
corruption, cartel misconduct and other, industry specific, whitecollar criminal and regulatory issues should form part of your
management of organisational integrity.
Presented by Aaron Lloyd, Partner, MinterEllisonRuddWatts

Focus on Emerging Technologies: What Boards Need to Know
Receive a comprehensive update on emerging technologies including
blockchain and DeFi.
Presented by Derek Roth-Biester, Partner, Anderson Lloyd

7

ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 7 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives
· Receive an important update on directors’ duties
· Learn about environmental, societal and governance (ESG)
· Receive a timely update on health and safety pain points
· Understand current issues in class actions
· Receive guidance on emerging technologies
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$335

Learning Objectives
· Workshop important issues around board and company culture
· Understand organisational integrity and how to avoid criminal liability

PPPR: BASIC TO
COMPLEX APPLICATIONS

ESTATE DISPUTES AND
CONTESTED PROBATE
THURSDAY, 24 MARCH 2022
9.00AM TO 1.15PM 

$405
WEB223NZA43

Attend and learn how to skilfully traverse the minefield of family
and estate disputes, and probates. You will cover a range of
different areas including family protection claims and dispute
resolution through to contested wills and probate and how this
is being handled by the Court. Receive practical information,
realistic examples and relevant legal updates that will enhance
your mastery of estate disputes and probate in practice.

Chair: Sonja Clapham, Barrister, Shortland Chambers
Avoiding the Ambulance at the Bottom of the Cliff: How to Reduce
the Chances of a Will being Contested in the First Place
· Family Protection Act
· Testamentary capacity
· Undue influence
· Other grounds on which Wills can be challenged
Presented by Carole Smith, Barrister, FortyEight Shortland

The Moral Duty Relating to Family Protection Claims
· A history of the concept
· Analysis of the relevant case law and recent developments
· The law commissions view on the future
Presented by James Pullar and Ingrid Taylor, Partners, Taylor Shaw

Getting the Best Result for Your Client in an Estate Dispute
· Options for resolution:
- Correspondence
- Collaborative resolution
- Mediation
- Arbitration
- Litigation
· Factors to consider when choosing an option
· Can the new Trusts Act 2019 help?
Presented by Kate Wiseman, Barrister, Mediator, Arbitrator, Bankside
Chambers

HEAR FROM THE PROBATE REGISTRAR
View from the Registrar’s Chambers
Hear from the Registrar and receive an update on the probate and
contested estate matters coming before the Court.
Presented by Registrar John Earles, High Court, Wellington

THURSDAY, 24 MARCH 2022
1.15PM TO 4.30PM

$335
WEB223NZA44

In this highly practical programme, you will receive the
key information you need to help you navigate the oftencomplicated Protection of Personal and Property Rights Act 1988
(‘PPPR Act’). Seasoned practitioners in this area will unpack the
best practice approaches, how to choose the right application
from the get-go, what to do when dealing with a complex
application or incapacity, and clarity on the various roles that
you need to be aware of.
Chair: Stephanie Ambler, Partner, Tompkins Wake; Recommended
Lawyer, Legal 500 Asia Pacific
PPPR: Back to Basics
· Understanding the Act & navigating through it
· Applications and getting started: what type of application is needed
· Personal Orders
· What are the documents you need to file?
· Subject Person’s involvement: when you should/shouldn’t apply for
leave to dispense with service
· Interested Parties
· Independent Property Managers
· Welfare Guardians: required or desirable? What if there is no-one?
· Problematic capacity issues: getting that medical, fine line
determinations
· The value add of bespoke orders: moving away from the Schedule
· High level discussion on the importance of s55 Wills and where that
fits in the process
Presented by Theresa Donnelly, Legal Services Manager,
Perpetual Guardian

Complex PPPR Act Applications
· Family violence and incapacity
· Relationship property and incapacity
· Succession arrangements
Presented by Dr Rhonda Powell, Barrister

Misunderstandings of Roles: Lawyer for Subject Person
· The role of lawyers appointed to represent subject persons
· The role of managers to proactively protect and advance the
interests of the subject person
· The role of the Court
· How to avoid conflict
Presented by Alan Gluestein, Barrister

Contested Probates
· Suspicious circumstances
· Caveats
· Application for probate in solemn form
· Administration pending legal proceedings
Presented by Maria Young, Partner, Cavell Leitch

4

ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Gain practical skills to avoid estate disputes
· Obtain guidance on how to resolve disputes out of Court
· Examine moral duties in relation to family protection claims
· Be updated on the types of matters coming before the Court
· Understand how to work through a contested probate

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Understand the basic application process and receive best practice tips
· Unpack and understand the complexities of a PPPR application
· Receive practical insights into the different roles and how to avoid conflict
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TAX ESSENTIALS FOR
COMMERCIAL LAWYERS

CREDIT LAW
AND RESPONSIBLE
LENDING UPDATE 

THURSDAY, 24 MARCH 2022
9.15AM TO 12.30PM

THURSDAY, 24 MARCH 2022
1.15PM TO 4.30PM 

$335
WEB223NZA45

Build a solid foundation for dealing with the most important tax
issues commonly faced by commercial lawyers and in-house
counsel. Explore the tax implications arising in business purchase
and sale agreements, business structuring, tax disputes and
more. Walk away with the skills essential to identifying potential
tax risks and avoiding serious problems.

Chair: Geoffrey Clews, Barrister, Old South British Chambers;
Specialist Tax & Trusts Counsel
Topical Tax Issues Affecting the Documentation of Commercial
Transactions
Cover off the common tax clauses in commercial agreements and
recent changes commercial lawyers should be aware of, including:
· Buying or selling a business: key tax clauses to be aware of in your
sale and purchase agreement
· Tax issues to consider when negotiating and documenting the
settlement of a dispute
· Recent and proposed tax changes affecting commercial
transactions
Presented by Chris Harker, Partner and Mitchell Fraser, Solicitor,
Mayne Wetherell

Business Structuring to Obtain the Best Tax Outcomes
· How to identify the most appropriate structure for your clients
· Tax issues specific to each business structure: limited partnership,
trusts and companies
· Investment in New Zealand and abroad
Presented by Andrew Ryan, Partner and Phillip Chrisp, Senior Solicitor,
MinterEllisonRuddWatts

Tax Disputes Update: Key Cases and Learnings
Take a look at recent tax disputes and their implications for your
practice.
Presented by Jo Giboney, Special Counsel, Duncan Cotterill

TAX ISSUES: THE ACCOUNTING PERSPECTIVE
Insight into the key tax issues from an experienced chartered
accountant, including:
· Impact of bright line rules on commercial real estate transactions
· GST pitfalls and opportunities of commercial real estate
transactions

$335
WEB223NZA46

The long-awaited changes to the CCCFA have arrived! Join
an expert panel, including the Financial Markets Authority,
and explore the changing credit law landscape. You will
examine reforms to credit contracts and consumer finance,
understand the impact of BNPL and consumer debt and receive
a comprehensive update on digital payments. Walk away
with the specific information you need to stay informed in this
increasingly complex financial environment.
Chair: Ben Upton, Partner, Simpson Grierson
UPDATE FROM THE FINANCIAL MARKETS AUTHORITY
Conduct of Financial Institutions (CoFI) and the Financial Advice
Regime (FA regime)
Presented by Gareth Bostock, Head of Banking & Insurance Conduct
and Michael Hewes, Head of Financial Advice, Financial Markets
Authority l Te Mana Tatai Hokohoko

Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Act 2003: Implementation
Amendments
· New disclosure standards
· Chapter 12 of the Revised Responsible Lending Code
· Implementation of Responsible Lending Amendments
- Suitability, affordability & record-keeping
· Uplift and the other new disclosures in the Act
- Complaint handling
- Financial mentoring
- Debt collection disclosure
Presented by Mary-Ellen Kenyon, Special Counsel – Consumer Legal
Services, BNZ

BNPL (Buy Now Pay Later) and Consumer Debt
· Overview of the BNPL industry
· How BNPL is currently regulated
· Why BNPL schemes are not caught by the CCCFA
· Changes ahead: regulation of BNPL merchant fees
Presented by Richard Massey, Senior Associate, Bell Gully

Digital Payments Update
Join Gary Hughes who will provide a comprehensive update on digital
payments and their effect on the credit sector.
Presented by Gary Hughes, Barrister, Akarana Chambers

Presented by Roger Thompson, Director, Bentleys Chartered
Accountants Ltd

Thank you,
was a great seminar

3
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ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Examine the common tax clauses in commercial agreements and
consider recent and proposed tax changes
· Consider the tax issues specific to various business structures, including
limited partnership, trusts and companies
· Reflect on recent tax disputes and consider the implications for your practice
· Gain insight into the accounting perspective on the key tax issues

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive a timely update from the Financial Markets Authority
· Understand the key changes to the CCCFA and associated Regulations
· Receive an important update on digital payments
· Understand the issues and risks associated with BNPL

AUCKLAND

IMMIGRATION LAW SUMMIT
FRIDAY, 25 MARCH 2022
9.00AM TO 5.15PM

$670
223NZA47

Immigration law is front and centre given the impact of COVID-19, so are you up to date with the current legal issues? Join the MBIE and
leading specialists and discuss the immigration priorities expected in 2022, the new accredited employer framework, employer compliance
in the context of work visas and an update on immigration and family law. Finish off the day with a deep dive into deportation, how to run a
refugee case and psychology issues in preparing and presenting immigration cases.

SESSION 1: KEY CHANGES AND CHALLENGES FOR
IMMIGRATION PRACTITIONERS IN 2022
9.00AM - 1.15PM

223NZA47A

SESSION 2: CRIMINAL CONVICTIONS, REFUGEE CASES
AND NAVIGATING PSYCHOLOGY
$405

Chair: Marcus Beveridge, Managing Director, Queen City Law NZ
Limited
Accreditation: The New Framework and Practical Tips on PPIs
· New Accredited Employer framework
· What issues may arise under the new policy, and how to address it?
· How to prepare a robust application to avoid PPI’s
Presented by Bradley So, Senior Associate, Queen City Law NZ Limited

Immigration and the Interplay with Employment Law
· Impact of COVID-19 pandemic on work visas
· Bringing overseas workers to New Zealand
· Employer compliance in the context of work visa applications
· Common issues encountered with employment agreements
Presented by Nick Mason, Partner and Mahafrin Variava, Senior Solicitor,
Pitt & Moore

Family Law and Humanitarian Appeals
· Immigration and family law in the context of separated families
· How DV impacts on immigration applications for both the victim
and the perpetrator
· Care of child orders
· Any IPT appeals of interest in this area
Presented by Pooja Sundar, Partner, D&S Law

NEW ZEALAND IMMIGRATION POLICY AND THE YEAR AHEAD
Insights from the Ministry of Business, Innovation and
Employment
Receive insights into the experience of the immigration system in
the last 12 months, including:
· The challenges faced
· Policy changes and the context around those changes
· Priorities for the next 6-12 months
Presented by Ruth Isaac, General Manager – Employment, Skills and
Immigration Policy, Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment

7

2.00PM TO 5.15PM

223NZA47B

$335

Chair: Deborah Manning, Barrister, Landmark Chambers
Criminal Convictions and Deportation: Recent Cases of Interest
· How to approach a criminal appeal against conviction with an
immigration focus
· Factors to consider
· Examine relevant cases:
- Carroll v Police 2018 NZHC 2930
- Sok v R 2021 NZCA 252
- Zhu v R 2021 NZCA 245
Presented by Simon Graham, Partner, Young Hunter Lawyers

Running a Refugee Case at the Refugee Status Unit (RSU)
Receive practical insight on how to identify and run a refugee case at
the RSU.
Presented by Carole Curtis, Principal Lawyer, Marshall Bird & Curtis

Psychology Issues in Preparing and Presenting Refugee and
Immigration Cases
· How to brief an expert and funding issues
· How to use and apply a report: relevant sources, international
conventions, jurisprudence, Tribunal jurisprudence recognising
mental injury as capable of amounting to serious harm
· Introduction to relevant research on memory and psychology,
including issues relevant to credibility assessments
Presented by Deborah Manning, Barrister, Landmark Chambers

ANNUAL CPD
SUBSCRIPTION!

Only $810 for 10 CPD points
(or $567 with the Early Bird Offer)
Sign up today!

ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 7 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive practical tips on preparing visa applications to avoid potentially prejudicial
information letters
· Consider employer compliance in the context of work visa applications, and
examine the common issues encountered with employment agreements
· Examine immigration and family law in the context of separated families
· Gain insight into MBIE’s challenges, policy changes and priorities for the next 12 months

Learning Objectives:
· Understand how to approach a criminal appeal against conviction with an
immigration focus
· Benefit from practical guidance on identifying and running a refugee case at the RSU
· Receive insight into the psychology issues in preparing and presenting refugee
and immigration cases
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AUCKLAND

10 HOURS IN ONE DAY:
LITIGATION AND DISPUTES

9TH
ANNUAL

LAST
CHANCE!

FRIDAY, 25 MARCH 2022
7.30AM TO 6.30PM

$810
223NZA48

Hear from 10 experts across the spectrum of 10 different areas as they provide you with the key updates and equip you with the essential
skills to managing family law, trusts, wills, property and employment disputes effectively. You will examine commercial litigation hotspots
including contract, insurance and insolvency, and receive practical guidance on damages, class actions and leveraging technology in
investigations. Attend the full day or choose the sessions that interests you.

SESSION 1: RELATIONSHIP PROPERTY, TRUSTS AND
WILLS DISPUTES UPDATE
7.30AM - 10.30AM

223NZA48A

$335

Chair: David Amodeo, Barrister, Hobson Chambers

Presented by Callum McLean, Director, McLean Law Limited

Potential Challenges to a Valid Will: The Key Principles and Recent
Case Updates
· Testamentary capacity: covering the legal principles, key
considerations when assessing capacity and when to obtain medical
evidence, and recent case law updates
· Undue influence: covering the legal principles, identifying undue
influence, and recent case law updates
· Possible claims against a lawyer: breach of fiduciary duty and
dishonest assistance
Presented by Sally Morris, Partner and Andrew Morris, Senior Associate,
Morris Legal

Managing High Conflict Personalities in Family Disputes
· How to identify when you’re working with a high conflict personality
· Core concerns and impact on disputes
· Tips on managing high conflict personality clients
Presented by Johanna Robertson, Barrister and Mediator

The New Trusts Act 2019 and the Intersection with Relationship
Property
Insight into the new Trusts Act, the interplay with relationship property,
and the practical issues and challenges arising.

$335

Calculating Economic Loss and Damages
· When are damages assessed?
· How the obligations to mitigate impact the calculation of damages
· What to do when the plaintiff can’t afford the mitigation step
Presented by Shane Hussey, Director and Principal, Hussey & Co Chartered
Accountants

30

SESSION 3: COMMERCIAL, PROPERTY AND
EMPLOYMENT LAW ROUNDUP
2.30PM - 6.30PM

223NZA48C

$405

Chair: James Skinner, Director, Skinners Law
Commercial and Insurance Litigation Update
· An update on recent developments in commercial litigation and
insurance law
· Examine the Supreme Court’s decision in Bathurst Resources v L & M
Coal Holdings

Presented by Charlotte Houghton, Partner, Anderson Lloyd

Update on Recent Property Disputes
An update on some recent and interesting property disputes, and
reflection on the key learnings.

Chair: Mitch Singh, Partner, Glaister Ennor

10

Presented by Jason Weir, Partner and Ben Crossman, Associate Director,
Deloitte Forensic

Insolvency Law Update: The Developments You Need to Know
· Recent significant case law
· A review of emerging trends
· Lessons learnt from 2021

SESSION 2: ESSENTIAL LITIGATION SKILLS FOR THE
MODERN LITIGATOR
223NZA48B

Leveraging Data, AI and Other Technology in Investigations
and Litigation
· How is technology being used in investigations and litigation?
· What are the advantages of technology?
· What are the practical risks that need to be managed?

Presented by Oliver Collette-Moxon, Barrister, Princes Chambers

Presented by Tara Grant, Special Counsel and Telise Kelly, Senior
Associate, Martelli McKegg

10.45AM - 2.15PM

Class Actions & Litigation Funding: What Practitioners Need
to Know
· Issues identified by the Law Commission
· The potential way forward in terms of reform, including a brief
summary of the current landscape in Australia
· Practical considerations: what funders might think about

Presented by Michelle Mau, Senior Associate, Russell McVeagh

Employment Disputes: Update on Recent Developments and Cases
Take a look at recent significant employment cases and developments
over the last year and consider the implications for your practice.
Presented by Jo Douglas, Partner, Douglas Erickson

ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 10 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Understand the legal principles underpinning
testamentary capacity and undue influence, and
discuss recent case law updates
· Gain tips on managing high conflict personalities
· Consider the new Trusts Act 2019 and the intersection
with relationship property, and the key issues and
challenges arising

Learning Objectives:
· Benefit from practical guidance on calculating
economic loss and damages
· Receive insight into class action issues and litigation
funding
· Consider how technology is currently being used in
investigations and litigation

Learning Objectives:
· Receive a timely update on developments in
commercial litigation and insurance law
· Examine recent significant insolvency case law and
consider the key emerging trends
· Reflect on recent and interesting property disputes
· Stay updated on significant employment law cases
and developments in the last 12 months

IN CONVERSATION:
A MEDIATION &
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
MASTERCLASS

ESG GOVERNANCE
AND CLIMATE RISK
REPORTING
TUESDAY, 29 MARCH 2022
2.00PM TO 4.15PM 

$245
WEB223NZA49

Attend this 2-hour programme to understand the new climaterelated financial reporting regime, the rise in sustainability
linked loans and practical steps to delivering positive
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) outcomes and
why these are absolutely essential. Learn what is important to
investors and other stakeholders who want to assess the wider
impacts of a company’s operations, and how the financial
services industry is working to achieve a more sustainable
economy.
Chair: Annabell Chartres, Sustainability & Climate Change Leader,
PwC New Zealand
Why Focus on ESG?
· Increasing evidence of ESG impact on financial performance
· How to deliver positive ESG outcomes
· Practical steps to improve ESG at executive and board level
Presented by Pip Best, Director – Climate Change and Sustainability
Services, EY

Climate Risk Management and Climate-related Financial
Reporting
· Latest update on new mandatory reporting requirements
and development of climate standards from XRB
· Setting up climate risk reporting records now for
2023 – 2024 reporting
· Practical tips for getting underway with TCFD reporting
· Improving climate risk governance

TUESDAY, 29 MARCH 2022
12.00PM TO 3.10PM 

$335
WEB223NZA50

Key Tips in ADR
Presented by Shirli Kirschner, Co-Founder, Elker - Mediator, WEMDRA and
Resolution Facilitator (Music industry), Director, Resolve Advisors

Data and the Dispute Resolution Sector
Presented by Dr Rosemary Howell, Professorial Fellow, Conflict Resolution
Expert and Strategic Advisor

Changing Society Meets Business: Creating a Respectful
Workplace Culture
Presented by David Bryson, Mediator, Change Consultant and Facilitator

12.20pm to 1.05pm
Q and A: Practical Tools, Tips and Questions
Facilitated by Shirli Kirschner, Co-Founder, Elker - Mediator, WEMDRA
and Resolution Facilitator (Music industry), Director, Resolve Advisors
Panellists:
Dr Rosemary Howell, Professorial Fellow, Conflict Resolution Expert
and Strategic Advisor
David Bryson, Mediator, Change Consultant and Facilitator
Simon McFadden, Global Client Director Data and Telecoms, Aurecon

3

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive practical guidance on how to approach mediation with your
clients and implement the specific tools successfully
· Understand the difference between lawyer and mediator
· Give best practice advice to clients while remaining ethically sound
· Consider current & topical issues relating to drafting settlement agreements
· Develop strategies for overcoming challenges

Presented by Nicola Swan, Partner, Chapman Tripp

A Spotlight on Sustainability Linked Loans
· Latest examples and market trends internationally
· Opportunities and barriers for NZ market
Presented by Luke Ford, Partner, Chapman Tripp

YOUTH COURT AND
REPRESENTING
YOUTH CLIENTS
WEDNESDAY, 30 MARCH 2022
2.00PM TO 3.30PM 

NEW
PROGRAMME

$125
WEB223NZA51

Representing children and young people who have or are alleged to
have committed an offence can be tough. To best represent them it
is vital that you have a firm understanding of the core issues of their
case and the underlying factors that contribute to offending. Join our
experienced panel who will discuss how to approach a youth justice
matter and related issues.
Chair and Speakers:
John Sandston, Barrister, Resolution Chambers
Dale Lloyd, Principal, Lloyd Troon Law
Kristy O`Connor, Partner, Weston Ward and Lascelles

NEW
PROGRAMME
2

ATTEND AND EARN 2 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Reflect on the importance of delivering positive ESG outcomes and the
practical steps executives and boards can take to achieve this
· Stay up to date on the latest on climate-related financial reporting
requirements
· Receive insight into sustainability linked loans and examine the latest
developments and trends

1.5

ATTEND AND EARN 1.5 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
· Receive practical guidance on representing youth and youth justice issues

31

$335
$405
$335

223NZA16C
223NZA17
223NZA17A

Session 3: Trusts, Tax and IP Round-up
Environmental Law Summit
Session 1: Key Updates in Environmental Law
Session 2: Climate Change, Case Updates and Hearing Procedures 223NZA17B
In-House Counsel Conference
$335

223NZA20B
223NZA23
223NZA23A $405
223NZA23B
223NZA28
223NZA28A $405
223NZA28B
223NZA42
223NZA42A

Session 2: Key Skills and Strategies for In-House Success in 2022
Criminal Law Conference
Session 1: Update in Criminal Practice
Session 2: Criminal Law Evidence, AML and Proceeds of Crime
Trusts Law Symposium
Session 1: Trustee Issues: Working through the Complexities
Session 2: Trusts: Tax, Remedies and Legislative & Case Updates
Directors and Officers Summit
Session 1: A Changing Landscape: Recent Developments
Impacting Boards

$335

223NZA48

10 Hours in One Day for Litigation and Disputes Lawyers
Session 1: Relationship Property, Trusts and Wills Disputes Update 223NZA48A
Session 2: Essential Litigation Skills for the Modern Litigator

/

Charge $

/

to my

CVV

Amex

Visa

Mastercard

Acc no: 12-3252-0046367-00

Legalwise Seminars Pty Ltd ABN 40 049 329 749, ACN 102 742 843

Email your remittance to :
accounts@legalwiseseminars.com.au

TRANSFER New Zealand IRD: 113-656-271

Signature

Name on Card

Security Number for AMEX is 4 digits on front of the card. All other cards last 3 digits on back of the card.

Expiry Date

Card Number

CREDIT
CARD

All price inc GST. This document will be a tax invoice for GST when fully completed
and you make a payment that is under $1000. Please take a copy for your records.
ALL registrations must be paid in full prior to the date of the event.

PAYMENT

($567 IF REGISTERED BEFORE 23 DECEMBER 2021)

PLEASE REGISTER ME FOR THE 10 POINTS
ANNUAL CPD SUBSCRIPTION FOR ONLY $810
$405

$283

$234

$234

$567

$234

$283

$335

$335

Std.
Price

$234

$234

Early Face to Live RecordBird Face online ing

For Full Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy please visit www.legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/
Live Online and On Demand recordings: Prices are per person viewing only. You may not
distribute to another person nor may you use for group viewings. Cancellations: If you notify us
in writing more than 3 working days before a seminar or event (including Live Online) that you are
unable to attend, you may choose to have a credit note, refund issued or nominate a replacement
delegate to attend. All credit notes are valid for a period of 12 months from the date of credit note.
If you notify us in writing 3 working days or less before a seminar or event (including Live Online)
that you are unable to attend, you may nominate a replacement delegate to attend. No refund or
credit will be issued. On Demand recordings are non-refundable from date of purchase. To claim a
refund, or credit or for further information please email info@legalwiseseminars.co.nz. Variation
of Programme: Legalwise Seminars intends to run live programs as advertised but reserves the
right to change the program without notice which includes to be conducted online and to cancel if
insufficient registrations. In the event of a cancellation a refund will be provided. Privacy: Legalwise
Seminars protects the privacy and security of information provided by you. By registering, you
agree to the use of your personal information by Legalwise Seminars to process your registration, to
contact you about products, services and events, and to provide to all presenters prior to the event.
Early bird offer: Register and pay by 23 December 2021 to receive the early bird price.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

222NZW03
222NZW04

Effective Decision Making in Public Law Workshop

Code

Public Law Roundup

SEMINAR NAME

VENUE: INTERCONTINENTAL WELLINGTON, 2 GREY STREET, WELLINGTON

223NZA48C

$335

$405

$469

$234

$283

$469

$234

$283

$469

$234

$283

$469

$234

$283

$469

$234

$283

$469

$234

$283

$234

$567

Early Face to Live RecordBird Face online ing

PLEASE REGISTER ME FOR THESE FACE TO FACE WELLINGTON PROGRAMS

Session 3: Commercial, Property and Employment Law Roundup

$335

223NZA47B

223NZA48B

$810

223NZA47A

Session 2: Criminal Convictions, Refugee Cases and Navigating
Psychology

Mobile

Session 1: Key Changes & Challenges for Immigration
Practitioners in 2022

Phone
$670

223NZA47

$335

223NZA42B

$405

$670

$335

$670

$335

$670

$670
$405

223NZA20

Session 1: Current Risk and Liabilities Worrying In-House Lawyers 223NZA20A

$670

$405

Session 2: Spotlight on Contracts, Technology & Information Protection 223NZA16B

Immigration Law Summit

P/Code

$810
$335

223NZA16
223NZA16A

10 Hours on a Saturday: Commercial Practice
Session 1: Employment Update and Professional Practice Skills

Session 2: Governance Intensive: Organisational Integrity & Board
Culture

First name

Std.
Price

SEMINAR NAME

Code

VENUE: CLIFTONS AUCKLAND, LEVEL 4, 45 QUEEN STREET, AUCKLAND CBD

PLEASE REGISTER ME FOR THESE FACE TO FACE AUCKLAND PROGRAMS

Email

City

Postal address

Organisation

Job title

Last name

Title

YOUR DETAILS

Early Bird Discount Ends 23 December 2021

REGISTRATION FORM / TAX INVOICE

3 SIMPLE PH 09 363 3322
WAYS TO WEB www.legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz
REGISTER EMAIL info@legalwiseseminars.com.au

Engaging with Māori

WEB223NZA13

Client Focussed Outcomes for Family Lawyers

WEB223NZA24

WEB223NZA41

Family Law: Evidence and Advocacy

WEB223NZA46
WEB223NZA49
WEB223NZA50
WEB223NZA51

Credit Law and Responsible Lending Update
ESG Governance and Climate Risk Reporting
In Conversation: A Mediation and Dispute Resolution Masterclass
Youth Justice and Representing Youth Clients

WEB223NZA45

WEB223NZA40

Drafting Family Law Agreements and Applications

Tax Essentials for Commercial Lawyers

WEB223NZA38

Contract Disputes Masterclass

WEB223NZA44

WEB223NZA37

Contract Law: Drafting Intensive

PPPR Intensive: Basic to Complex Applications

WEB223NZA36

Employment Law: Key Developments

WEB223NZA43

WEB223NZA35

Employment Law Workshop: The Basics for All Lawyers

Estate Disputes and Contested Probate

WEB223NZA34

Health Law Developments

Competition and Consumer Law: The Critical Changes

WEB223NZA33

WEB223NZA31
WEB223NZA32

Public Sector Procurement and Contracts
Commercialising IP Intensive

WEB223NZA30

WEB223NZA29

WEB223NZA27

WEB223NZA26

Innovate Your Legal Practice: Key Tools and Processes

Shareholder Agreements Workshop

Mastering Subdivisions: The Current Issues

Civil Litigator’s Toolkit

WEB223NZA25

Building and Construction Law Disputes
Construction Contracts: What Needs Fixing?

WEB223NZA22

WEB223NZA21

Charities and Not for Profit: Critical Update

Forestry Law Roundup

WEB223NZA19

WEB223NZA18

Aged Care and Retirement Villages: Legal Issues
Estate Planning and Asset Protection

WEB223NZA15

Navigating Health and Safety Law

WEB223NZA14

WEB223NZA12

Insurance Contract Law Reform Update
Franchising Law Update

WEB223NZA11

WEB223NZA10

IP Basics for All Lawyers
Business Valuations Intensive: What Lawyers Need to Know

WEB223NZA09

Business Development & Personal Branding Essentials for All Lawyers

WEB222NZW01

Human Rights Law Update

WEB223NZA08

WEB222NZA07

Legal Aspects of Blockchains, Cryptocurrencies, NFTs

WEB222NZA06

Traffic and Driving Offences: Practice and Procedure

WEB222NZA05B

WEB222NZA05A

Forensic Evidence in Criminal Law

Session 2: Conveyancing Transactions: Update on Tax, OIO and AML

Session 1: Conveyancing: Mastering the Complexities

WEB222NZA05

WEB222NZA03
WEB222NZA04

Water Law Forum
Practical Guide to Conveyancing

WEB222NZA01
WEB222NZA02

Terminating Employment: The Difficult Legal Issues

Code

Commercial Leasing Intensive

SEMINAR NAME

$87

$234

$171

$234

$234

$234

$283

$234

$234

$234

$283

$283

$234

$283

$234

$234

$234

$234

$234

$234

$234

$171

$283

$234

$234

$234

$283

$87

$87

$87

$87

$171

$171

$171

$171

$171

$234

$283

$234

$283

$469

$234

$283

$234

$283

Early Live RecordBird online ing

BOOKING CODE: 223NZABC

$125

$335

$245

$335

$335

$335

$405

$335

$335

$335

$405

$405

$335

$405

$335

$335

$335

$335

$335

$335

$335

$245

$405

$335

$335

$335

$405

$125

$125

$125

$125

$245

$245

$245

$245

$245

$335

$405

$335

$405

$670

$335

$405

$335

$405

Std.
Price

PLEASE REGISTER ME FOR THESE ONLINE PROGRAMS

